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Diane Sickels 
 irl With An 
lnteresting Job 
DinneSickels, ecretary to tabulated and indexed for stage will take John Mc 
he Terrace District Plan- quick reference. Eetimated Nnirnay to the end of 1979, it 
~er, John McNairaay has an time fer compilation is from is expected. 
nteresting Jog. May to December of this The results of the first two 
Terra-- "^' " ~ . . . .  year stages will then be compiled 
. . . . . . . . . .  v- "• " . into a single bound volume 
roved the start of an Of- The second stage, smrung, for publication. 
.~al c.o.m~.~ty elan. for ..next y~,  win.be to.@tab~ Stage Three of the Com. 
nedlsmctofTerracc, wmcn me pUDlle v iewpoint  y mtmitv PLan is that of nut. 
viii re ross by three holding a series of public ~'--,h",/.~,---~., *'-~-~,,~.~; P g . - - - - .  - - , , - - - -v  . . . . . . . . . .  , - -  
,inge~. mesth~s ann .arriving_at impi~mantation.. This calk 
rnngHv hv I~[  stxff and ~! : '  :D! l~rlccwp,ranner' ' .WUS~; u~' 'b i~in~.°m4d:~h~!:ulenl  
d whatever additional ~ . t t~. '~ . [~ lmm m. what to fit the. new policie~ 
umistsnce might be possible .~'ecuous me pUDUC aoslrea determined by stage two., 
me town to progress students under various ' A five or ten year capital 
~uth employment Whethe~it wants more parke 
and special recreational 
rngrems, facilities, more industries to 
iz'ovide asounder tax base-if 
so what kind of industries. 
Diane's job, starting 
mmedistely, is to collect all 
~he beckgroung data from 
~ank . issues of local 
mewspapers,  d ia r ies ,  
|ovenment files and library 
~ta  etc. The type of in- 
~ormation songht is historic, 
recreat iona l ,  ' soc ia l ,  
~conomic, transportatlce, 
communications, labour, 
How bib does the public 
• want Terrace to grow-and at 
what rate? How does it want 
to zone or re-zone the city? 
What plans, for .example 
does it entertain for Thor- 
ahill? New subdivisions? 
More hotels and hetepringe? 
program will he set up t~ 
carry out the findings. 
McNairnay will include 
plans for new or extruded 
sewer and water and gar- 
bage systems, landfill, 
roads, paving proJecis, and 
SOon. 
At the end of the five or tm 
ear program, the planner 
start, on a revision of 
what has. been ac- 
complished, and a further 
five or tea year. program 
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Kitten Bashing 
A phone ~i l  was received 
-by the HERALD Tuesday 
from'a motorist who said 
while driving 8 miles West of 
Terrace on Highway 16 he 
spotted a small moving 
object in the middle of the 
road. He stopped and found 
it to be an injured kitten. 
Retrieving it, he started to 
drive further When he saw 
another car pulling off .the 
road ahead, and the woman 
driver picking up a second, 
similarly injured kitten. 
From the observations of
the two drivers, it appeared 
an earlier ear had proceeded 
them, with someone inside 
throwing the kittens out of 
the window to dispose of 
them. Cruelty to animals in 
this fashion is a criminal 
offense, and perpetrators of 
such acts can and will be 
prosecuted. The matter in 
being reported to the proper 
authorities. No legislation,. 
however, can take the place 
of kindness to animals, and 
'the avoidance of un- 
eeessary cruelty is much 
to he preferred, say SPCA 
authorities. 
Kitimat Day Oare 
Holds Open House 
I.. 
" \  / 
OPa"  r'd Palntn number and l 1 of the Kitimat Day. Care figures and illustrations 
Centre.and she has good where the children can see 
r~son to be proud of it, too. them and use them . . . . .  
For the past few weeks With a capocity of 
Anne, and all her staff- children aged 3 to 5 years, 
Teresa, Elsie, Margaret  the Kitimat Day Care Centre 
Shigetoml,-Pat J , sen  and at the moment has rooin for 7 Malcolm D. MacGregor 
Christine Fuster-have been more.. There are just 18 
busy giving the place whot "little.0nes" at present, in Mone-   Saver Is the  are calling  "Face the huilding on 27 Osprey 
Lift". Street. . . . . . .  
Scrubbing, sanding and ' Open House is at 8 o'clock W 
painting-painting the dull, tonight. Ann Paesingham 
dark furniture beautifully and her staff would ~ove to ' 
light, bright oolours; show you through, and ' • ~ T 
walpaperingpainting the.walls-andwalls, and c..,maybeservey°uaeup°ftoa  Packing E m  
Terraoei)rime 
A young Certified Public He puinta to the steadily times when you are a y. 
Vandals smashed a win- A large amount of copper Accountant from Portland, droppingU.S, dollar-with the Get rid of that second car. - 
dew in the Kermode cable valued at more" than Oregon, who arrived in Canad/an dollar declining. That can save you a bundle. 
Friendship Centre in $5,000 was stolen from the Terrace last Sunday is helowtheU.S.doliarbylSto Smallarwattage light bulbs 
Terrace Monday night, L.G. Scott & Sons compound literally becoming the talk 17 per cent with no sign of replacing higher wattage 
causing approximately $150 during the weekend, of the town because of a stopping, ones; Tear up that oredit 
damage, according to RCM- Police are still in- series of seminars he is MacGregor describes in card if you possibly san. If 
' P .  vestigating, holding at the  Alliance graphic detail what hew you need one-tear up the 
Church, here. ' pened in 1919 when Germany rest, and keep the one yon 
Raise  .w_,,nu,, Eels An estimated 300 persoan, weat bankrupt and workers have left paid up to sav:t 
attended the Sunday night travelled to the banks every paying' the high interes 
" ' meeting to hear Malcolm D. day  with wheelbarrows, of rates... 
. VANCOUVER (CP) ~-The and .Newman sMd he is . .MacGr~r  ~I  .~..mn the . pape~d~ted-cur~.  ~.  Malco lm -~. MaeGregor's 
i:staff~: at, . ; . t l ie~..V~d~er ='op~tl~itl~t*fl i~.~iitu~i~ averagexamuy mute ~v~:  'Justs:to: 'ouy-, one' ~(my s b0ak, ' Your Money Mat- 
*Public'Aquarium'is crying will raise' sev~al thOU/iond more mone by having the groceries Whon a 5 l~en- ,,~,,, ha, , , , .~  ,-G~ nnmm 
wolf. Wolf eel, that is. of the creatures, o wife stay ~ome and. look - nlgstamp jtanped to a cost of Mles mark Two israe or- 
Aquarium director Dr. Newman :said the after the kids, rather than millions of marksl The ~--rs beil~g filled ~ ~m it 
Murray Newman said aquarium would wait until having her put the kids in a same thing eonid.with some past he I00,000 mark before 
Monday that one of its wolf the eels grow to about six 
eeisisidl0,000egge, theyare inches, 'and then use 
fertil ized--and all 10,000 volunteer divers to place 
could hatch, them in ocean areas where 
Wolf eels .grow to more their pupulatio~s have been 
'than two metros in length, depleted. 
Death Toll Higher 
In Afghanistan Ooup 
KABUL, Afghanistan meat. 
day care centre, or hire a. 
babysitter. 
But that was not even the 
h e ~  
MacGregor is convinced 
the economy of the United 
States and Canada is going 
dawn the drain at so great a 
speed it will .reach total 
bankruptcy somewhere 
hetween 1960 and 19~2.' 
He has some pretty con- 
vincing figures to prove it. 
The U.S. budget for this 
changes- happen to us in 
Canada if the tremendous 
rate of deficit spending is not 
halted. 
What positive things can 
the people of Terrace do, to 
prepare themselves for this 
or safeguard themselves 
against the effects of in- 
creased inflation? 
The boyish-faced ac- 
countant beams when be 
hears yon esk-ho is glad you 
caked that question because 
the end of the month. 
Seemingly, there is no end 
in sight. 
The public's last chadce to 
see and hear him in Terrace 
comeston ight - the ,  last 
.evmi~ of the seminar, at 
the Alliance Church. Ex~a 
chairs may be. necdad4he 
building only holds ~0-but 
Pastor Roy Taylor (a sar- 
prising number of local 
energy are attending the 
lectures) has assured 
Malcom no one will be 
turned away. 
Why the "Church Con- 
nection"? .MacGregor finds 
the Bible an exciting 
financial textbook; quotes 
'from it liberally to prove his 
points, and his book is 
published by "Bethany 
Fellowship inc.", a religious 
publishing house in Min- 
neapolis -Billy Graham's 
town- in the U.S. 
civic educational, and A rapid transit system? Etc. 
human. This will be To carry out this second be~m. (AP) - The death toll in last 
• ' week's .successful coup Rape Laws" Changing President • Mohommad Daoud's 
• government was much 
higher than  previously 
In Criminal Code reportad,-porhaps in the thousands, authoritative 
sources aid today. 
Some sources said the 
number of dead may have 
By'KITTY MCKINSEY musity work as options to been as high as I0,000, but 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Rape- Jail sentences, the figures could n.ct he in- 
--Provisions f~ speedier the law," he said. depondeatlyconfirmed. The
sources asked not to he 
law reform, a broader 
definition of obscenity and 
outlawing of chi ld per- 
negrapby are included in 
proposed amendments tot he 
Criminal Code tabled in the 
Commons Monday. 
.The criminal definition of 
rape would be.changed toa 
form of indec'ent assault 
against a man or a woman, 
emphasizing the violent, 
rather than the sexual, 
nature of the act. 
Highlights' of the omnibus 
bill: 
--Tougher law aguinst 
male and female 
prostitution. 
--Measures to ease prose- 
cutionin cases of child abuse' 
and.parmtai kidnapping. 
--Outlawing of loan- 
sharkIDg, defined as interest 
rates over 60 per cent a year. 
--Drug addiction treat- 
mint and enforced eom- 
trials. 
--Greater protection for 
solicitor-client confidence. 
STIFFER PENALTIES 
Under the rape bill, the 
penalty for indecent assault 
would be increased to 14 
~b, heears from five years. 
re serious physical or 
peychological harm results 
frem.rape, the charge would 
be hggravated indecent 
assault punishable by life 
imprisonment. 
The bill proposes that for 
the firsttime, a man could be 
charged for a sexual assault 
on his .wife if they' are l!~/ing 
aport. 
Justice' Minister Ron 
Baoford told a news con- 
ferenee he was concerned 
about the 1.6-p~.cent con- 
victionrate for 2,100 cases of 
rape reported to police last 
year. "Obviously when you 
identified.. ' 
• Previous reports, based on 
rebel radio broadcasts and 
indirect .word to the outside 
world from. diplomats here, 
had estimated that 500 
persona were killed when the 
military toppled the Daoud 
regime and replaced it with 
a pi'o-~mmunis{ govern- 
Snake 
Bandits 
WASHINGTON TOWN- 
SHIP, N.J. (AP) - A bandit 
wielding a five-foot-long 
python had no trouble per- 
have that sit~tion, there is 
something very wrong with 
Raaf0rd said the' 
"progressive and forward- 
• looking" changes-=, which 
include mandatory ban on 
publication of the victim's 
,nme if she requests it-- 
should encourage more 
women to report rape to the 
police. 
Under the proposed 
changes, rape trials would 
no longer concentrate so 
heavily on the question of 
,penetration,. while- dis- 
regarding the amount of vio-~ 
lenca used in an attack, 
Basford said. 
The amendments 
Men aharged 
in stabbing 
recognize that anal and oral 
penetration of men and 
women and acts involving snading two teen-age gas 
sexual contact without station attendants, here to 
penetration can be just as give up $400, police say. 
harmful to the victim as va- The bearded thief sinng 
~1 penetration ofwomen, the snake, a. non-poisonous 
he s a i d . ,  constrictor, around the neck 
TheCriminalCodenowde- of one attendant after 
Two men were charged reported in satisfactory 
Monday' in Smithers condition in hospital, was 
provincial court in con- kldfed after the two men hood 
nection with the stabbing of r ~ at bay for a time with a 
RCMP Corporal John Jacks, rifle. ! , 
stationed in Granisle, ouc Despite ~ lacerated liver 
recently with the. Terrace from the.two-inch deep stab 
RCMP detachment. . wound, ) ,/Corp, . ' Jacks 
PatriekBurnLecn, 31, anti managed to get in~.his. car  
his broth~ Joseph P. l~i~n, and pursu~ the auacaers, 
35, bath of Topply Lan g, and they were taken iilto 
were charged with at- ~vtv~ when additional help 
tempted murder, ilingai use The 'two brothers will 
d a fire,'m, ana pointinga appear in court again 'on 
firearm.,•, 
Corp. Jacks who was May 1~ in Houston. ' 
f ines rape as sexual in--.demanding'money, police 
tercotirse with a woman who said. The attendants, both 
' is not the wife of the accused students at Westwood High 
without her  consent. It School, immediately corn- 
carries a maximum penalty .= plied. - 
of life imprisonment. , Police said the robber put 
the snake in a white cloth 
Basford said the rape 
• reform and the omnibus bill 
should not he dealt with until' 
there has been extensive 
consultation with provincial 
attorneys-general, iswy`ers 
and policemen across 
Canada. 
Basford, who is not run- 
ning for re.election, Said the 
government will not proceed 
with the lilli in this session, 
even if Parlismedt is not 
dissolved for an expected 
• summer election. 
bag, walked to his getaway 
vehicle and drove Of L 
The stick-up occurred at 9 
p.m. Sunday. 
: Detective Robot Maher 
said the youth who was 
caught in the powerful grip 
of thesnake was frightened, 
but unhurt. 
"He had quite a tale' to tell 
his friends at school," said 
Maher. 
Police said they were 
convinced the boys' story 
about he snake was true. 
The sources aid many of year, for instance, he says, is 
the dead were members of set for a fifty billion dollar 
Daoud's elite •personal deficit. Next year 
troops,  economists anticipate an 80 
- -  1,They also confirmed rebel billion dollar deficit. The 
reports that the 69-year-old Gross National Debt of the 
Daoud and his brother and U.S. right now is $5 trillion 
adviser Nacem, 611, were dollars. 
killed, and •said Daoud's As of April lst this year the 
wife, ail three of his sons and In ternat iona l  Monetar] 
a number of young grand- Fund went  off the goOd 
children were among the standard entirely, and m- 
others slain on the palace toted an era of "Fiat" 
groundaFriday morning~ the 'money- paper moneY, with 
day after the coup was'~ absolutely nothing to back it 
launched, up. 
Ron MacMillan, as Ben,/and Don MacLeed, as his 
father Jacob share this scene from the Terrace Little 
Theatre's performance of"Leaving Home." The play 
will be in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Saturday, May 13, 
he .has a whole list of an- 
swers he can reel off as fast 
as yon can absorb them. 
Energy costa. He can 
show yon how you can save 
I~0 a year. on your eaerW 
bill by just carrying out a 
few, simple adjustments. 
Just putting a timer on your 
hot water heater alone will 
save yon over s hundred 
dollars a year. You will thin 
have hot water when you 
need it-as much as yon need- 
the elements or gas or oil wlll 
shut off at night and other 
and Sunday, May 14, at 8 p.m. both evenlngs. Tickets 
are ~ for adults and $2,50 for students and senior 
clthemi~ 'Advance tickets are available at McCnil's 
. Realty i .:'~=~-. 
I I 
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PNW Music Festival results 
The 1978 Pacific Northwest Music Festival was sue- PrinceRupertRotaryAward Knox United Chur~,.Terraee 
cemfuliy concluded with a Gala Performance held before a Dr. D.W. Strangway Award Lee Dixon, Annettewlmamson, 
full house at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Eddy Wilson, Bunny Duncan.Waglisa 
This years Festival will be sending three competitors to 
compete at the Provincial Finals to be held in Vernon the 
first week in June. They are as follows: 
Junior Woodwind Margaret-flu McDaniel, Terrace 
Senior Woodwind Nicholas Taylor, Prince Rupert 
Senior Accordian Garry Schuss, Kitimat 
Ten promising studanta have been selected to attand as 
PIANO AWARDS 
Merylln Davies Challonge Trophy David Hick, Prince Rupert 
Dr. H.N. Williston Trophy 
and Award Laurie Schuss, Kiflmat 
Lchmaun Jewellers Trophy Meiiesa Davies, Terrace 
Royal Canadian Legion Trophy Debra Gruf, Terrace 
Eislm Cheng, Kitlmat 
observers. They are an follows: 
Piano Raymond Field, Kittma[ 
David Hick, Prince Rupor t
Mellmm Davies, Terrace 
Laurie Schuss, Kitimat 
Carolyn Hagan, Terrace 
Vocal Dale Loader, Kitimat 
Danny Wliliamson, Terrace 
Instrumental James Watmough, Terrace 
Dong Romanow, Terrace 
' Stsven Hamilton, Stewart 
The Knights of Columbus Scholarship winner is Teresa 
Melntyre of Terrace - Speech Arts Cat.gory. 
ADJUDICATORS' AWARDS 
Joarme Ames Award Sharon Danstsr, Terrace 
B.C. Telephone Scholarship Teresa McIntyre, Terrace 
Canadian Cellulose Scholarship Dale Loader, Kitlmat 
Frank Frcese and Son Award 
Eugene H. Thomas Trophy 
Terrace Drugs Award 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club 
Award 
Dairy/and Trophy 
Sight and Sound Trophy 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Ladies Auzillary) Award 
Edward Lincoln Award 
Finning Tractor and 
Equipment Award 
R. Lowrle Trophy 
Dr. C.K. Ling Trophy 
Joyee Knight Trophy 
Lakeise Pharmacy Award 
Rosnames Ling, Kitimat 
Carmen de la Nuez, Pr. Rupert 
Toby Der, Princer Rupert 
D~'~'id Hick, Prince Rupert 
"'Heather Bowen, Kltimat 
Jnae Coosemans, Terrace 
Lindn Penny, Kittmat 
David Hick, Prince Rupert 
Monina Wldmann, 
Laurie Schuss, Kitimat 
. Ertka Cheng, Kitimat 
Tarry Mah, Prince Rupert 
Luna Mah, Prince Rupert 
Raymond Field, Kitimat 
Krla Veitch, Prince Rupert Order of the Mooee Scholarship Daany Willlamson, Terrace 
Ellen Bastin Memorial Award David Hick, Prince Rupert 
Stuart McC.allum Scholarship Ruth Pousetts, Terrace 
Emerson Medical Clinic Scholarship Margaret McDaniol, 
Terrace 
Terrace Rotary Club Scholarship Nicholas Taylor, Prince 
Rupert 
Northern Drugs Schdarship Rachel Rosy, June de Kleine 
Jose Cooecmana, Jim Ryan 
SPEECH ARTS AWARDS 
Terrace International Truck 
and Equipment Co. Ltd. Robbte Olaon, Terrace 
C.P, Air Trophy Sharon Dunatsr, Terrace 
Terrace Little Theatre Trophy Teresa Mclntyre, Terrace 
Mike Strymeeki Memorial Trophy Klti K' Shun, Terrace 
Royal Bank Trophy St. Anthony's School, Kitima~ 
Terrace Ministerial Association 
Award lngrid Metzmeter, Terrace 
Shaw Award (Books) Denise Knnney, Terrace 
Pamela Shaw, Terrace 
Audrey Mellors Trophy Brenda Lyshaug, Terrace 
Omineca Buildings Supplies Award Bruce Halts,r, Terrace 
, VOCAL AWARDS 
Ormea Drugs Award Shq~la Greening, Terrace 
Totem T.V. Trophy Dale Loader, Kitimat 
Wost Kalum Logging Co. Awerd Danay Wlllinmson, Terrace 
KitimatCencortArsoctatienTropby SenJaKozmanuik, Pr. 
Rupert 
Joan Spencer Trophy Kathy Pateralmk- 
Valerie Spencer, Terrace 
Rotary Club Trophy Kitl K'Shan, Terrace 
Brian Mitchell Memorial Trophy Annunciation, Prince 
Northwest Sportsman Trophy . Ruth Pousetts, Terrace 
INSTRUMENTAL AWARDS 
Dr. J.D. Zuochlatti Award Chuck Lea,n, Greenville 
Keith Tucker Trophy and Award Garry Schuss, Kltima't 
Euroonn Pulp and Paper Award 
(Accord/an Junior) Helen Goedvin, Klttmat 
Euroean Pulp and Paper Award 
(Aecordisn Senior) Garry Schuss, Kitlmat 
Barbara Nunn Award Stephen Hamilton, Stewart 
Norpac Forest Products Award Christine King, Terrace 
Norpae Forest ProductsAward .
Rupert 
McEllumney Associates Trophy 
Dave's Plumbing Trophy 
Beta Sigma Phi (Beta Nu) Award 
Skoglund Equipment L d., Award 
Nicholas Taylor, Prince 
Sandy-Sue Birch, Kitimat 
penny Der, Prince Rupert 
Rachel Rnay, Terrace 
Mani Sisgh, Terrace 
Rachel Reny, Manl Sing, 
Wandy Sharplea, Terrace 
B.C. Telephone Trophy Rachel Rosy, Jose Ceesomaus 
Jim Ryan, June de Kleine 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award Brent ltarrtson, Tarrace 
Terrace Kinsmen Trophy Kittmat Junior Band 
Alcan Trophy Nishga Elemantary-Secendary 
• School, Aiyamh 
Skeenn Canstar Teachers 
Association Trophy Thornhtll Concert Band 
Northern Seatinei Trophy Prince Rupert Seoondary Concert 
Band 
R.E.M. Lee Award Thornhill Stage Band 
DANCE AWARDS 
Ches Veaus Award Laurel Adam, Terrace 
Rupert Terrace Dance Association Trophy Donna Moroz, Prince 
Terrace Community C~ir Trop.h~ Phoenix Singers, Kitimat Rupert . ' ......... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  -.:.-.-.~. 
District progress discussed at 
LaSt er-Day $ nt s conference 
A review of the prngress living within the Tcrmce District presented the topic Several leaders of the 
made within the Terrace District, which include| of the meeting which Church spoke on how 
District was covered in a Terrace, Kltimat, Princ~ concerned itself with prngremapresuntlyto use is 
recent conference of The Rupert, Hazelton, and their keeping the youth of the  the Cimrch cm~..be more 
Church of- Jesus Christ of surrounding areas, lraveled Church busy, ano.~a~i~. , .  ~xe~l..ve~. a m~_,.,t~ea~im 
to attend the two di~y~t'im ~'~:~ .:~,.~.v, <..: - : . * , '  • . . . .  ..~-:.~Stre~'gmea'me-tammes 8na ~ 
"I,0ot" an outrageous 
black comedy' will be staged 
by the Vancouver Playhouse 
Th~tre Wednesday 17 May 
at 9 p.m. as a highlight to 
Kermode Theatre '78, the 
British Columbia •High 
School Drama Festival and 
conference. The Playhouse 
production of "Seventy-Two 
Under the O" done last year 
in Te~rece was a great 
success providing great 
theatre ntertainment. The 
production of "Loot" is 
touring Alberta and British 
Columbia this spring with 
the generous assistance of 
Air Canada 
"Loot" is a c~nedy of 
illogical logic, zany satire, 
and questionable ethics 
Vancouver Playhouse 
at Kermode '78 
eomb~nlhg to make an 
evening of bizarre en- 
tertainment. This play, 
written by Joe Orton, won 
sevcral awards for best play 
of the year in 1966 and has 
been a long running hit in 
London's West End and New 
York's Broadway.° It is a 
murder mystery involving a 
missing corpse, a coffin 
filled with money;, a freshly 
bereaved husband, a sinster 
son, an alar/ning un- 
dertaker, and a deceptive 
evil nurse. 
"Loot" is one of three 
professional performances 
scheduled for Kermode 
Theatre '78. Santo C, ervello, 
mimlst will perform 
Metamorhoois May 18 and 
Latter-day Saints held on 
April 29 and 30'at the fcrence. P~-es. Fietcherspckeofthe the youth. The Church of .Written any good books Many  people ask how 
Thornhill Elementary In the Saturd~ty night "lost sheep" and how they Jesus Christ of latter-day lately? they can prove that they 
School. Both members and meeting Alien Fletcher, must be strength m. ed and Saints is a family centred I fyouhave, youmaybe did create a work if no 
non members of the Church President of the Terrace Drought hack into me fold. church, and its programs wondering how you go copy is on file with their 
• given under direction of the about getting a copyright, application. The answer ca] Christmas S a l  church leadership are What youmaynothave  is that the registration 
L O  designed to strengthen .realized is that you've certificate guarantees 
• e ' families and to make ach of already got one. that you will be accepted chairman to Van r us better fathers, methers,. In Canada ;copyright is as the creator of the 
e D u c e  sons, and daughters, and in automatically acquired work,, unless someone 
fact better neighbors to all upon the creation of  an can prove in court that 
Alan Sandercott, chair- Seal Society to the British lung diseases, primarily people, original work providing you aren't. the author is, at the time Generally speaking, a 
man of the Terrace ColumbisLung,~ssociation. emphysema,  chronic The Sunday morning the work is created, a copyright lasts for the life 
Christmas Seal Committee, In the summer of 1977, the bronchittsandasthnm, while session of the conference Canadian ci.tizen or of the author and  fifty 
will attend the 1978 Annual "national Christmas Seal maintaining an Interest In concerned itself with the British st/bject, or is years followinghisdeath. 
Meeting of the B,C: organization, formerly the control of tuberculosis in growth of the Terrace.  resident within her In the case of r~cords or 
Tuberculesis-Christmas~ee.l known as the Canadian Canada ud abroad. District and the prngress Majesty 's  dominions, tapes, copyright exists 
Soelety to be held May l8 and Tuberculosis and ' that has been made toward 
.1.gat.tl~e.S.heratonPlasaS00 Resp i ra tory  D isease Speakers at the meeting reachtuggnalawhichinclude Citizens or residents of for fifty years from the 
other countries may also date of making ef the 
nove.~ m vancouver, d the Association, changed its wil| include Dr. Bill the building of chapels i'eceive copyright original plate from which 
uel.egau~..~om a , un ,_ name to the Cans.disn Lung Atkinstoll and Peggy Atkin~ thr~out  the District. The 
pro vmee win pam~..~mw m Association, anu severs  of Kelowun, Dr Ton,, No/an Terrace Branch has put- recognition m Canada ff copies are made. 
wor~anops, anu wmn~r  provincial affiliates have of Now Westmisst~r, Dr chasedlandonthebe-,ch. A their  country has a Photographs. are 
~=~o~e~ev~ea~ followed suit, . . ' James H.o~. andDr, peter beautifulchapelwillheuner copyright agreement  protected for.fifty years 
and e'ducation nregrams Thelung aesocmuun name t-are o~. the. t'mmon.ary construction soon . in with Canada. ~rom the date of making 
~undedbychristma'sSeulsin more accurately describes Researen Lanac  van- Terrace. 
British Columbia. the work of Christmas Seal couver's St. Paul~s Hospital, " 
Delegates will also vote m organizations, which in and Dr. Adam Little, Attending the conferesco 
a prop.on/ to change the recent years lmve moved the Chairman of the British was Elder Herbert-S. An. 
name of the Society from the focus of their attentioo from Columbia Worker' Corn- derann of Olympia, Wash. 
B.C. Tuhercuiosis-Christmas tuberculosis to include all ponsation Beard. ' who serves an a Regional 
Representative of the 
Twelve to British Columbia, 
Old-time ' m i c r o w a v e s  Presidentand Stevenof file J' C anadaSC°tt' 
Vancouver Mission of the' 
19. Dr. lan Booth from 
Prince Rupert will do "Mark 
Twain in Person" in the 
Clarance Michlel. gym May 
18 and I; 9 at 3:30 p.m.. With 
only a few props - an arm- 
chair, a podium and an 
imending sequence of cigars 
- Booth brings Mark Twain 
marveilously to life. In the 
well-known white suit, with 
white walrus mustache and 
bushy white brows and hair, 
the seventy-year old Twain 
stands in his favourite place, 
before his audience, and 
comments on life in general, 
smoking, drinking, swearing 
and himself in particular -
heartily approving of them 
all. 
He is just as outspoken, but 
.Copyright information 
. . . . :  
of the original negative. 
Copyright applies only 
to original l i terary, 
d ramahc ,  musical  or 
artistic works. It does not 
apply to inventions, 
which are protected by 
patents. In addition, 
themes, mere titles, 
names, catch phrases, 
and other short word 
combinations of no real 
suhs~ce are not 
protectable by.copyright. 
'By CHISHOLM Mac- 
DONALD 
TORONTO (CP) -- E. M. 
S. (Ned) Fisher evokes more 
than a touch of nostalgia 
when he presents his newest 
product. 
A handful of spectators 
were spellbound by the 
crackling wood stove and the 
women in homespun fussing 
around It in the rustic kit- 
chen.  
Upetaged, but not for long, 
was a new microwave oven. 
Fisher, president of Enter- 
prise Foundry Co. Ltd., 
chose a mid-Victorian set- 
ling here todemonetrate how 
the old and new blend 
together in his company's 
production lines in SackviUe, 
N.B. 
The cast.iron stove, the 
onceubiqu•itona Queen Cook, 
is being numufaetured again 
after a 60-ynar absence from 
Enterprise sales centros. 
The new model, on which 
Fisher pins his hopes for a 
widening market in Canada 
and abroad, is, the first 
microwave oven ever to he 
designed and developed in 
Canada. 
Relaxed in the makeshift 
showroom--Toronto's 
historic Colborne Lodge built 
in 1836-- Fisher said It Is "a 
Inglcal step forward" for 
Enterprise to get into the 
microwave line, 
Even though your 
copyright exists 
automat ica l ly ,  you 
should still get in toueh 
with the Copyright Office. 
By filing an affidavit 
with them and paying a 
$10 fee, you can register 
the exisencest~ of your 
copyright. This 
registrat ion can  be 
Not listed ,n our I 
' Bus!ness  
, B.0. Tel nureotory; !i 
. . . .AC .   .O,CA. 
BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635.9410 :'~ 
• The company has bean in' 
the stove business since 1872 
and still produces a full line 
of wood, coal, oil, @s and 
electric ranges. 
"In fact, we're the only 
company In Canada that still 
makes kitchen gas stoves," 
he said. 
The microwave oven may stoves. 
be the Iong-tsrm answer to 
beating the traaspertatlon 
costs that often make East 
Coast industries un- 
competitive in central Cana- 
dian markets, he said. 
It 's a high-technotogy 
product, relatively light in 
weight comparon with an 
electric range, and has a 
high dollar value. 
"Prtee-wian it will he com- 
potitive," he said. "But cost- 
wise to our company there 
may be a problem for a 
time." 
The t ranspor ta t ion  
component in its total cost is 
substantially less than thut 
of other stoves that En- 
terprise makes, Fisher said. 
FAR FROM MARKET 
He compared his com- 
pany's operations with 
manufacturing in Japan-- 
far from markets and the 
need to be innovative. 
Because Enterprise is the 
only Canadian producer of 
gas stoves, it is pursuing 
expor t markets in the Middle ' 
FIRM NOT NEW East, Europe, Australia and Church. ~ presented in court as 
Now Zealand The conference was evidence of ownership of 
,,A,d *h~,~ ;, lnts of conAldered a success to all cppyright. 
Mh,'r:l" , ,~-- ln"Canada" that attended. Regular You do not send copies 
~ts'he~ salad. ' meetings of The Church. 6f of your work with your 
He said ~nterprtse con- Jesus Christ of Latter-day. 
sidered closing its fo ;~y  Saints are presently held at copyright appl ication, 
divlalen several yea~ ago the Tbornlfill Elementary but copies of. books or 
but decided instead to  School. Sunday S~ooll0:30 records, Once they are 
reinstimts the old Franklin n.m. Ev~servtce4p.m.  publiched, mu~t be. sent 
• All are w~ime. ,  to the  National •Library. 
Listed ~elN l f : :~T~:nt~s~: tesy  of T H n= ' 
If yo" wish your Business Phone ~ n g  ' e g g  I 
listed for  your customers please call uuUIUu I~J  
~.~.~..*;...;.;*;~;~%%*~..~.~;~.:.~.~*~.~`~*.~:~:.:*:*:.:.:.:~:~:.:`:*~:~:~:.:~:*:.:e*:o....~*.*.....*.`.o...`..:* ,;,'* *;.'*'*'*'.' ',;.'.' ....., ...',' ' '.'*'.~.'. 
A copyright in. 
formation kit is available 
from Consumer' and 
Corporate Affairs 
Canada at Suite 708 - 7th 
Floor, Permanent Tower, 
299 Victoria St., Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3J5 
$1 million 
to needy 
An 88-year-old woman who 
died in February has left a 
$108,000 trust fund to be 
distributed to needy citizens 
who ~ at least 65 years old 
and have lived in this city. 
Edna Mary McLauchlin 
stipulated that not more than 
~]00 is to be paid to any one 
person in a year and gave the 
estate trustee, Victoria and 
Grey Trust Co., authority to 
select beneficiaries with the 
guidance of the King's 
Daughters, a women's 
organization, and the Owes 
Sound Ministerial 
Assecialion. 
bL,'s. McLauchlin, who left 
the bulk of her $1,mlllian 
estate to relatives and 
friends, was married to the 
late William Goldie 
McLauchlin whose father 
established a wholesale 
grocery business in 1869. Tlie 
business later became part ' 
of National Grocers. 
not so enthusiastic about 
lawyers,  newspaper .  
reporters, missionaries, and; 
much of the r~,tt~ what he  
referred to as damued" 
human race." 
Booth has been involved in 
theatre since the age of three 
and has appeared in radio, 
television, stage and f i lm 
roles throughout the U.S. and 
Europe. He retired from 
theatrical life to pursue a 
career in education and 
attained his PhD in that '  
field. He is presently l 
teaching English at Booth 
Memorial High School in '  
Prince Rupert. 
Local forestry 
awards 
"Prince Rupert:~Forestn 
District you have~dme itt" t[ 
how Mr. Blll/LeitchY'of~ tidal 
PublicServieedomminiun'r~ 
Accident P revent ion  
Committee addressed staff 
and escorts at four special.. 
safety dinners held' 
throughout the Forest 
District. The dinners were 
the special prize in a 
Ministry of Forests safety 
contest. 
The Prince Rupert Fcrmt 
District had the lowest ac- 
cident severity rats corn-. 
bined with the greatest 
improvement. The District 
had 113 man days lost per 
million man hours worked, 
which was a 92 per cent • 
improvement over 1976, The  
dinners were held at several .., 
locations because of the vast 
distances hctwean ~tcrs .  
The Prince Rupert Forest 
District is the largest of six 
in the Province. It m- 
compasses an area stret- 
ching from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands east to 
Burns Lake and from the 
Yukon border south to 
Bella Cools. The dinners, 
held at such widespread 
locations as Bella Cook, 
Queen Charlotte City, 
Smithers and Prince Rupert, 
were attended by up, ,  
prom,:.~tely 300 members ~ 
and their escorts. District 
Forester AI" MacPherson 
accepted on behalf of the-. 
staff a plaque 'especially 
prepared for the occasion....~ 
Ifyou reside in Terrace or 
Thornhiil and do not have 
a paper carrier. 
we have a 
ON SUBSGRIPTIOHS 
F0R YOU! 
PHONE DAWN: 
636-6367 
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Bennett criticizes PM Police defend, 
for political uncertainty, newspaper aid 
are "the main problems, declining competitiveness in 
facing the province although international markets. • VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
the B.C. economy performed The premier also renewod Two city policemen called to 
better than national and hlaplsa for free trade: "In a disturbance at a 1976 
other economies, protecting a market of 25 federal comSines depart- 
The premier said the fight million, we've cut ourselves ment investigation into the 
against inflation must be off from a market of 200 UnitedFishermenandAllied 
continued.: "We cannot sit million to the south end Workers Union told the 
back and say we must leave hundreds of millions of inquiry chairman he would 
inflation to deal with potential comumers around ~ have to try to forcibly clear 
unemployment or ".leave the world." " - therccmof protesters before 
unemployment to deal with ' Barrett said the call for they would help, him, 
inflation--the twin enemies free trade was stupid iprovincisl court was "told 
still exist, still plague our because employers with • M~aday.. Roseman, a 
country." . plants in B.C. and the United 
States would clme their.B.C. Imember of the federal Trade 
VICTORIA. (CP) --  
Premier Bill Bennett them that would constitute 
criticized Prime Minister removal." 
Trudeau Monday for He said he ' touched 
creatiag political uncc rainy Robinson on the arm only to 
by delaying a federal be told by police that.more 
election. . force would be required 
before they would intervene. 
i Bannett said h'e will be "I  refttsed to do this," said 
glad when the federal Roseman. Roseman ad- 
cleetiou is over "because we journed the hearings again 
need strong overnment and and On the following day-- 
do not need additional seeing placardcarryin8 
political uncertainty on top demonstrators outoide~ ti/e ° 
of the uncertainty of que- bearing room-anno{mcbd 
bee." that the hearing would be  
He made the statement as Practices Commission, cancelled indefinitely. 
debate opened in the British testified that his decision ot The purpose of the inquiry 
Calumbia legislature on the .to physicallychallenge two has notbeen made known. It 
budgetary estimates of hts uninvited . spectators  was instigated under the 
office, eventually led to can- Combines Act after the 
"Opposition leader Dave impose nowtaxes." any action in cutting costs, enllation of the hearings, required six people swore 
Barrett concurred: "The As a result, "inflation has and c~ talking.gobbledegook The incident was followed out complaints..' while lettuce was $1.25 a by combines •raids on Combines investigators 
people of B.C. would be becomethose witha v ryfixedCruelincomes.,,tax en head. - newarsoms of The Sun, The raided the newsreems in1977 
better served by being in the He said Bennett is always Province, the CBC and apparently to gather 
middle of an election The premicr , said running away from the ' Britlah ColumbiaTelevisi0n evidence on the UFAWWU. 
campaign rather than in Canadians have not been issues: "It is an excuse- Ltd. The B.C. Supreme Court 
smpondedanimaiion." getting economielendership ridden government that is Cbergodwithimpodingtbe later ruled the search 
:Banoott renewed his at- and there is a' lack of c~- ruling for the rich and the inquiry on Dec. 6 and 7, 1976, warrant used in the 
tack ca the federal govern- fldence in the country which millionaires, won't have are former UFAWU newspaper aids were an 
merit for what he said is' a has resulted in a lack of public meetings, won't president Homer Stevens, abuse of the court process. 
lack of direction and investment, high unemploy- answer questions 'from the current president Jack The trial continues. 
economic planning. Hesaid ment, high inflation, peordo- public and hiden out here in Nichol, GeOrge Hewison, L ~ l  p l  
unemployment and inflation mestic performance, and Vic~ria." ' Bert Ogden, Walter Tickson,. David Melntush and Ken- 0 
neth Robinson. nd d 
.  t om--u sor--treatment temptedR°mm~anto holdSaid thehe firstat" exte  e , 
sessienoftbeinqutryonDec. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  of addicts opposed , but was interrupted by British Colnmbia Hydro said about 40 spectators who ~endey its loan plan for 
insisted the proceedings be home insulation and multiple 
open to the public. The in- glazing has been extended to 
( ) public discussion Monday m association. . . vestlgations are normally March 31, 1979, 
the treatment program ann He said the legislauon m private, he said, and officials Since the plan began April 
HELPED .GOVERNMENTS plants and add another shift 
Bennett• said inflation to .their U.S. plants thereby 
helped governments became reducing their costs. 
it resulted in increcsed tax The former premier ac- 
revenue "without having to ousod Bennett of not taking 
VANCOUVER 
About 60 Vancouver lawyers 
criticized the plan for being prepared with a in Ottawa instructed him to I, 1977, until the end of 
minimum of input ezcept ~ronduct this one in such a January, 1,044 loans worth a 
fron~ the B.C. Alcohol and" manner, total of $400,874 were made. 
Drug Commission. Rnseman rescheduled the Under the plan, B.C. 
Hydro f.inancns expenditures. 
of up to $500 by its gas and 
electric customers to in- 
sulate ceilings, walls and 
floors to Hydro's and trade 
standsrda, •and for re- 
placement of single-glazed 
windows and patio doors 
with double or triple glazing. 
Loans range from ~ to 
$500 and repayment is over a 
six to 24-month period, at I0- 
por-ce~t interest. 
have unanimously supported 
a resolution attacking a 
~ pased British Columbia to introduce compulsory 
treatment of heroin addicts 
as blatantly contravening 
civil rights of Canadian 
citizens. 
A spokesman for the 
Vancouver criminal justice 
sub-section of the Cana .djan 
Bar Association said Men- 
day that the lawyers in the 
sub.section met April 19 and 
resolved that the bill-which 
could be introduced this 
sitting in the legislature- is 
nn abrogation of due 
lindens. 
The criminal justice 'sub- 
shctien of the association is 
concerned mainly with 
criminal aw and members 
include federal and 
a~lvincisl Crown counsels 
defence ~oussels. ' 
• The ~.spakceman said 
k~e~. .Wm:  Standsrwick 
wd aPl~tnted to prepare a
arltique ef the proposed 
lei~islatian announced by 
Health Minister Bob Mc- 
C I~ in August, 1977. 
Standerwick appeared at a 
compulsory treatment as'a 
repugnant attempt o cir- 
camvent the judicial system 
in dealing with addicts, and 
ignores due process of law. 
"The suggestion intbe plan 
seems to be if we remove the 
addict, we remove the crime 
and then we don't have to 
bather with lawyers, the 
courts, and so on," he said. 
The treatment pregram, 
also has been criticeized by 
the B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association and opposition 
members as a violation of ci~ righis. 
Standerwlok also said the 
treatment scheme is a 
serious attack an the per- 
sonal liberties o f  herein 
users because it aims at 
turning them into 
The-proposal for com- 
paloory treatment of heroin 
addicts was prepared by me 
commission, given cabinet 
approval and announced by 
McClelland il/August, 1977. 
The health minister said it 
would be in force by Dec. 31, 
1978. 
start ofnthe hearing for the 
next day, but said he was 
again met with a crowd of 
union members when he 
arrived. ' 
He said police were phoned 
after two of them--McIntosh 
and Robinson--failed to heed 
his request to leave. 
WOULDN'T ACT 
Estimated cost of the "They (police) said they 
program fer the first yenr of wunldactoulyffllrind to re- 
operation is $14.2 million. ' move them;.that ff I touched 
scapegoats. 
The proposed bill, on 
compulsory treatment; 
which has not yet been 
'tabled in .the legislature, 
could be in effect by Jan. I, 
1979, said Don Brown, a 
University of B.C. 
philosophy teacher and 
member of the civil liberties 
Police chase 
armed juvenile 
VICTORIA (CP) --  A 13- public, drivi~ without a 
ysarold hey, armed with a licenca and having a loaded 
loaded rifle and 500 rounds o f  firearm in a vehicle. 
ammunition, led police on a The police spokesman said 
12-kilometre car chase officers found an automatic 
Lhr~ Central and North .Z~-calibre pump rifle onthe 
early today. • " front sent of the stolen oar. 
The chase, reaching Oneshellwasinthe chamber 
speeds up to 150 kilometres 
an hour, anded when the and 14 more were in a 
~n~s car went off the road magazine. The rest were in 
crashed throngh a wire the boy's pockets and in 
fence at Victoria airport plastic bags on the floor of 
about 25 kllemetres north of the vehicle. 
here, a police spokesman The spokesman said the 
said. The bey, who was un- car had been reported 
hurt, save himself up to missing Monday afternoon 
CmJml Saanich police. ' , and was spotted about two 
The SUSlZ~t was to appear hours inter by a citizm who 
in family court today  told police he thou~t the. 
charged with dangerous youthful driver had a gun, 
drivis~ obstruction, tsldng Police spotted the car in 
an auto withoul the owner's Central Saanlch early today 
consent, possession of a and RCMP from Sidney 
weapon dangerous to the , joined in the pursuit. 
TERRAGEAND DISTRIOT ' 
HOSPITAL SOOI|TV 
Armual Meeting 
DATE:  Wednesday, June 7,..1978 
T IME:  6:O0 p.m. 
PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
~l"he business will consist of the election of members of 
the Suclety, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hnspltal Board of Trustees, and presentation of reports 
covering the year 1977. 
In order to be eligible to vote, membership must be 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978, Membership 
may be purchased at the following locations: 
/~llls M'emo'rlal Hospital 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Toronto D0mlnlon Bank 
,;, . •  
i 
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He's new on the job, with a lot to learn. And it's 
up to management.to teach him-not just how 
to do the job- but how to do it sa fe ly .  
Make surehe understands his personal protec- 
tive equipment and the need to weal it at all 
times. Teach him to look for hazards that 
can cause accidents. Train him 
to work with proper regard 
forthe safety'of his fellow ~[  
workersas well as his own. 
J Be certain he knows how to i!i '::~i~!~!i] handle whatever, tools and (i':=i~ equipment he'll-be using, d ~::iii:,.~iii:ii,:!i:i 
t 
, # 
t 
I 
t 
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I CBC good management 
claim questioned 
• VANCOUVER (CP)- The Horsford said that ICBC Hertford dmied charges 
president and chief could become an efficient that privateimurance would 
executive officer of the corporation only ff it com- deal only : with good.risk 
Royal Insurance Co. of peted with the private customers ff allowed back 
Canada says that a sector, into the market. 
statement by Pat McGecr The problem with a Royal would he willing to 
that the Insurance Cor- government monopoly, he . split the high-rlak customers 
poratton of British Colum- said, is that it sets its rates with ICBC, he said. 
bia's improved economic arbitrarily. As a result, he Horsford said the in- 
condition reflects good said, the New .Democratic surance market for 1978 is 
management is inaccurate. Party's rates were too low uncertain, partly becauaSof 
Speaking at the annual 'and Social Credit's rates are tile policies of the federal 
conference of the Insurance too, high. . . , anti-inflation board which he 
Agmts' Aseeciatiun of B.C., Only the .marketplace said have destabilized the 
Alan Hereford said Munday can determine the true lnduntry's rate .... economic 
that the. corporation's recent price," he said. ° mess the country is in, the. 
economic success described Hereford said his com- better insurance companies 
by McGeer, minister party's attempt o get beck do." He was ramble to ex- 
responsible for ICBC, only, into the market is an on- plain this phenomenon. 
mirrors an improvement couraging start, but added 
trend, in the insurance that Royal should ha allowed 1921 - -  Sugar 1"~ay 
business across North to compete with ICBC on an Robinson, boxer  was 
America. equal basis, born. 
The SPECIAL edition 
-YAMAHAS 
XS4OO-E 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style and See t'he Special Edi t ion 
low seat height will make this model the 
most pppular in its class. $1p74~lg Yamahas today/ 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4946 Groig Dealer Li0enee Humber 02013A 636-6920 
. - .  . ,  , . 
| 
SAFETY" 
Remember that, for him, going to work is 
like starting a whole new life. Do everything 
you can to make it a long one. 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - "T -~ '~ _" . . . . .  
I 
I For  more  in format ion on  this subject, 
I send this coupon to: . I t NSTRUa lON 
! .~A~ In format ion and Education Department OF WORKEt~: 
I' W ~:)RKEP~'COMPENSATION BOARD 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
I 5255 Heather Street; Vancouver, B.C, VSZ 3Le 
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EDITORIAL What Makes A Town "A Nice Place To Live" 
A recent controversy has flared and now ap- 
pears to have quietened over whether Kitimat is 
or is not "A Nice Place To Live". 
Without going into the details of that con- 
troversy, let us think for a moment what are the 
main ingredients that go into making any 
community "A Nice Plaee To Live." 
Employment. Without regular income for 
which a person has worked, life is unpalatable~ 
worrisome, from day to day." No one can plan, 
marriages and families det.eriorate, from ~e 
discord over finances; I~qw me mnmy re.to ne 
clothed, fed, housed (rent paid), heated ann 
powered. In this land of ours, automobfl~ are a 
necessity- and they need licencing, insurmg as 
well as fuelling. All this takes money . . . .~o~ 
comes from gainful employment. ~mougn 
"Money is not everything", the honest earning of 
a sufficient amount o support living is a must. 
Freedom. A prize pig, or cow or chicken ~v 
usually kept well fed, housed, an~ sate y 
pro ttt~,, ted against harm. As w~,  the a ~.n~ds get 
'free medical attention, and are relieve(] ox 
worries from just about everything.. .  . 
A group in  our society ".,ke wi:s..e ~ xree 
lodging, food, m.edical .(and dental} .car,..exer; 
eise, clothing ann entertainmen_~, anu m r,_eu, evon 
of most worries. These we call convicm. 
Both groups - prize domestie animals and 
convicts lack one essential ingredient hat is 
neeeessary for human happiness- and that is, of 
course "Freedom". Without freedom, life pales, 
the soul withers and dies, the will to live loses its 
stre_n~th, ~and life loses itssavour a~d meaning. 
The Social Amenities: Schools, Churches, 
recreation, sports, culture- libraries, clubs, 
theatre, fraternal and service organization, 
Scouts, Guides, Brownies, Cubs, - hobbies, night 
courses and classes, mental health amenities, 
senior citizens facilities-- each of these adds to 
richness of urban dwelling. However- there are 
also many'people who are happier away from all 
this~ and who prefer life on a ranch, or in a cabin 
in the wilderness, or in a convent, monastery- 
and others the exact opposi~:-the disciplined 
life of military service. -: 
What really distinguishes wheter one place is 
better to live in than another, given me op- 
portunity for employment and freedom, plus the 
usual amenities? 
Would it be true to declare the basic ingredient 
• is the degree to which people in any one corn: 
munity are willing to work for.the oetterment ox. 
that community? To build up its services, attenu 
its board meetings, support its hospitals, 
churches, schools, clubs, youth and aged op- 
portunities, take pa..rt in its ..hmd raiN'.rag, work'  
bees, amateur societies as wen as its umons, tteu 
Cross, St. John Ambulance- and other works of 
mercy and human betterment? 
Is it not equally true that if _people ".m any 
community are willing to overloo.k.m.ew eux: 
ferences and eencentrate onthe goo~ mmgs ann 
qualities they have in common, they can make , 
almost any place "A Good Place To L~ve"  
whether it be a tiny setfleme.nt in the Arctic, an 
'oasis in the midst of a desert, or a miniscule 
hamlet in the Alps? 
I • " 
Letters to the Editor 
J~ditor 
I .r~ad your editorial with 
woadS'mont. Does be, I ask 
myself, believe what he 
writes to be the ultimate 
truth, or does be write to 
awakon ~ declining list of 
readers? 
The Prize candidate is the 
"Abuse of Privilege" (April 
~6) and under that the un- 
signed & unquoted letter to 
the Editor masked as a 
Ghost editorial HOt Stuffl 
An in Camera Oh u~h 
board mceting~ I ~ pic- 
ture it- Alan Fotheringnam- 
Surely this truth is well portrayed in the an- 
cient Biblical story of the uaroen ox Eden. 
There, the perfect man and tiw.. ~erfect woman 
had everything they could possimY need. There 
could be little argument heirs was "A Good 
Place To Live". It was their actions, their 
Kitimat - it would seem to this Editor- has all 
"basic ingredients" for being "A Good Place 
T%eLive ''. It is up to the people who Uve there- not 
the government, not the politician, not the CBC, 
nor Alcan nor EuroCan. They cannot make it 
that. Only "bIanCan". With Faith and trust in 
choice- that made it otherwise. God. 
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remember? And remember Oh yes- wouldyon believe dividunlly, we apprecia~ ~ ~ "~iii~i;ii? ~iiiii!i:i~;;i:~ii~;i~ 
who refused to appear on that a Rupert resident wan. this opportunity to ~ton.d 
such a panel to discuss the arrested and oharge(I an open invitation to au ~ ' iii~::i~ ::~iiiili::iiii~.~i~i~!i. ~:~::.~:, "::::~::@-~:E:E~::::~:~E~:~:.~ 
• :~::>...:::~:.:~::, '~-:.::::~:.::'.:.:~".....,. topical issues & show ~ recenUy, fur stealing his own ,interested persons to 
leadership? Bill Benn.et~. medical records? ' write for further in . . . . . . . .  ~.~i~.~.~i~."~::"  
remember. He plugged am Dear Editor, Terrace Daily formation to: j ~  __ J ,~ ,~ 
of promises, but promises 
have little to do with Issues. Herald; : . .  N.C.I. - N.A.C.I. Reunion ~ 
With reference to. your Box 464 
More serlmmly, whothex editorial o~.L.o~ay's date; Neepawa, Manitoba . • . . . . . .  :.. ......... .:.:..-...........:...., _ :e........%-.:.%:.:.....%:...:.:.:.....:.:;:.%..::.~;~.~.~.~;-.., 
weagree with your edRurisis This waitress will not speak R0J 1H0 : ~....:~..:.:~~:::::~::::::~:~.;.~..~-.555.......~: ...................................... ~ . . . . . .  :~ 
ornot, yon do write mem, hatharhusha;~dwm: Thankyoufofan0wing "~'T  __ .  • "ll ' l l  Bv  Tony  MacG e o 
wblsh is mush bettsr than in Imnateayright.thobat us spa ,  m your -V ictor ia  b u r e a u  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the past where editorials that l mfly agree with the last newspap~_ • Sterling Publisher's Service 
wireWere serviec.taken fromDlsgusting.the C.P. chapter.~mtims Itbutml~tlt isasknlso,~e.ec~e YOUSMar}orietrUlY,Gooclwin_ m~anr~ n c,n m~t  indenendent MLA has "It's just a habit we've grown into, "he  said, 
so keep wnlc~g ~ up only pmitlvo ntatmon~ m Publicity Committee com'eu"'p"~i'~l~an'i~ea'~chwoul&--dmakehimand " nd  we can change that habit through even if they are desnmng the whale editoriaL 
bet p~ in his cold hand - in Lee Watmough My wife ~ has been a.  ' Dear Sir: _ . other independents feel more .~.mf. orta..ble in the education." 
theerushofrepurterstrfyi~ waltreasin~elecalbetel.for The rather Le~,,~[ house- and restore to the legislature me power Premier Bill Bennett has said he is sym- ~ 
togetintothe3rdUulted. I l l  EDITOR'S COMMENT: I a lmostSy .ears .andS~ crlfl,e~.i~v.th~a~Vl ~ and dignity it haslost over the years, pathetictoShelford'sidens, butbe l iewesthat '  
bebothersurprisedto showif uptheYat'eV'mme certalnief Privll ybelieVe,e, that retoo: AbuSemany shevery, loVeSgood neratit 3on. Tbe two o l tman shouldUon OYbeneV.countered-~,~-wlth Cyril" Shelford,.. the silver-headed" . Socred MLA the Royal Commission on electorinl reform could ', 
Pear ly  gates  . . . . . . .  ~e  ,~. ,  Church eol~o~ethor She started like some relative realism. In from Skeena who has sat m the house.for 23 handle such changes. 
And hey - grab this - ~° '~ lon~ *"~ ' ~e~one b~ inmbcen for tbeflrstplacethemovlewas years, says that if real debar.e is m m~. e piacem 
Hespitel bnards.di~, usoing. -'~" - .. ' . . . . . . . .  ,,~..~. . . . .  time the manageress nat intended to be a religions r dmc~ linehas tobebro~enanu nmuo,- , ,~,~=,,  . . . . . . . . .  the house ty " 'p" . . 
the ease his,orion 01 ~ Fraternal, Hospital, of__t_~eDlni~g.. Loungu. .__  .or thqo lo~Lca l ;~c . ; f I~ ,  free vo~sPamrnst take place on all legislation 
ministers wives and the d Council - are Yes tile soars a re  m~eu nowevcr a oe~um : . . . . . . . .  . - . . 
obesity of an editors School an . . . .  mehcoest and egce t fmanclal  bills, tho men- Iongand Into, yes the w0~kis that shares an . P . . • underestimating the house m a derrle~. ' tellly of the voters that ~ ~ and ..nmhhon~. etralgh~..orw~dques .ti~s. on He says right now deha~ m, . . 
The truth IS that medical elected them, and depriving Uonumg, .  Yes ~ my Is ~e  su..oject ol __~e~n_" charade since everyone., y  iron .ws me outcome 
records are confidential them of their right to know not as g(~l as otlzer~ yes ]Na.turall~ ..Y0~. w_cmu ~:  before the memoers  sit Gown m me house to 
material, protected from by holding their meetings some cusmmem can u~.n- ouuoyonrmeslo~.~m .. ,~hote 
revelation. Even admtssion ,,~. ,, the sform themsolven ~om race it; however you coma use z~ . . . .  . ,, • 
& release dates are not for in earn era .  _Evm~._.a . . . .  ,,, dmouth - And to test how yea are doing in "Debate has lost its meamng, he stud..  matron- (n memcm r~u,~o e~a- -'. Ion " " ' " " DaCK an(] peraasl by the beard, & out- ."hush someothorsfrommecklitfle regard to the varinus That s why we gst all this nat.tering being such a delicate ,, ,, " " to of.schcel discusslon feases hash,, affair and ueroasnct, _guys in to . . fumble ,  p~a.titades.. -h~e forth. The members kn.ow they re not. gonlg 
by staff is grounds for in- floors me. I couldn't care ~asannvas: .uut  m~t  ~ .s~n. e~._e _Lw,, ~ _., chan~eanvthingsothey]ustgwemeomerguya 
stoat dismisdnl. All rightly less if the public km).ws I palx~.~_a~e_ not_tba~way. In L~__~or,,v~e, m o l~wm~ ~d~time~" ' 
so, ifdoeters&hospltalsare have or haven't hag my 'mc~ me mrmCr ,~  ,¢  ~,- ~ ,~ , -  ,~,,, - - - ,  ,- " e said" gee m" to s k to 
to be trueted by patisnte, tonsiin, appendis, adonoids, cup_tiun.mthertl,?.uthe.rule, livid, w o~d (rl_~_~ ~ ..Theave_ragel~,be,.^ ,..g~o....,,~owSePeam~ot~e 
My state of wonderment gull bladder ont' my teeth Fceple come m ce[ .~u mowe. wua~ m~ ~f  r llalmaronuttum~mu--m~a~m,zm~-,--,-,,. 
extends tohow a person can extracted, was m" wasn't _drink ata hate_lferavan.e~y ~ .the movie wna ~owr some real  changes, uenate will always be 
write so inctnlvely about enmmanliy affairs & yet ~ circumcised, spent six ~ .rean~ne. :. "~m,e i .  m meg..mgmna az a , !  no._ mea-;-oless 
~lnu.t~.. . y __ , e' God He sa~d the real decmmns are made by. . th so invisible. The Rnglonas or six ears in a come m uesta tow mm remx onu~a m~.vone put onwn um "--'e. ' • " e tins one da after a hard day e work. one simple measng. . . . . .  menm| mstim , y eat use of the mcreas  le m ot dtrecters are holding their Then some o as far as  cares thinks we can mak cabmet and beca m~. ng or four years in jail, and g , • . . . . .  
breath waiting for y~ to flunked ncrsery school 8 making it .their life-wc~.., and is ~ for us. wereTW° sessmns, cabmet mmmters are  ccope~ up m the 
come over & introduce , ,~ inarow.  Secrecy, in Families, frionasana .pa.|m.es thoneanuysars..ngowe . legistiature, cut off from the ideas of the people 
yourself. If y~ .withold .your ~n'y'estlmation, s a good deal comeregt~.., lyor o~...o~._ brought another s lmp~e they serve and dependent on the advice of presence muen longer mere is a dm~er some dlreoters llkeSox. Hushltup;hidelt buttbeyaunaveonemmBm m_e~la, ge:. '10VCo.u~.,,emm~m~__= .i. . . . . . . . . . .  t~, 
may turn blue - Tory blue. behind locked doors- and common: "rney- are a -  as I nave loves you.  3~cre ,~tu~u~z-.--. 
God f0rbld. 
Shelford Says the idea is worth pursuing, but ~: 
believes that house reform is outside of the terms. -  ~ 
of ref~ence of the commission. - : "" ~ ~:~h 
,. "But I will appear before them," lie sald::, q?~ 
He said when he first started in the legislature, 
the house sat from six weeks to two months per  
year. Now it's up to six to eight months per year. 
"The members hould be out in the coun- 
tryside seeing what's going on," he said. "That 
way they come hack with a balanced view and 
are not totally dependent for information on 
bureaucrats." 
He said if the legislature was really interested 
in changing all it has  to do is appoint three 
la~nen to a commission, make them sit through 
one session and call for a report one week after 
the end of the session so the process is still fresh 
in their minds. 
"That would change things," he said. 
He said opposition to the change in party 
discipline would come from the government 
since it doesn't want to share power and from an 
everyone will be ~ter it, posting-And should get- is ef course no comparison f "I think the founders of the parliamentary OPwlwlwlw~t ion party which thinks it will soon take 
Burrett by your Oh~t writer prtcas.Justtogetsloogaclt, a pleasant atmosphere. 95 ~r cent of the 
(He must be a ghost, be'a Make it available, bring it 'l~e waitreu is 0~ the meaningful in this time as He said the people in the coun trys!de are peop.. .li _ .  ang b.ec.ansethat 
been out o lonsh for on long) out in the clean, fresh, nn-" 0niypursontlmtthasepaople . . . . . . . . . . . .  m e we, ,or -..-~su'~'"'"t°a . . . . . . . . . .  ,,~;,h *ho p.rform,~ ance of parliament way me. memners, coma more. accurately reuecc 
hastohaafi~onbestecUar, polluted open and thon ali the wiliece. Hsbeeanmecttbe mat mncr eanag • the hes f " its ",-__e. .' and that the changes he is advocating could be w'm o their constituents. 
Did Barrett lose the sham and dishonesty and guests, and leave them with Roy. David Mnrty..n',s implemented without any  constitutional She[ford has called for a four member, all- 
m~t compassionate down vanishes.. " In camera" be polite without bemg ~ ~ ::.: : ~ " ' .  ~ to e mine house refo 
in polltics~ NO. H the meetings compared to public standoffish, oonsiderat~ g~e~lmap c h ~  ~ ~'  ~ . 
Liberals had remained' meetings a re  often what without being fawning, movie i~ a ~vial pon..._ ~" .~. ' ;~z :~:  .~...,.~%. ; .~ ~?~%%' . '  ~%';'~'~'~'~%'~%'%~'~[~.:.~...~'~'~'.~.~..~~.'~;.~%~. 
libernl the standings in the darkoned back alleys are to understanding with sincerity leads to. the same crluc~sm ~- - - -  ~ " - - - -  vo~ve~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ':": "':':':"";: 
House today would be 24 brightly lighted Main nnd ha able at tha asme time that the. Pharisees had ~ ~ t t a w a  U1tDeat how could a man so So~ed, 18 New Democrat, 11 Streets. to give quick and efficient ,Jesus: _ . _ " aesaem~cs wan for so long have dominated. 
be the Son of Go4 uoes ,,~r h,,m,,hnvdJaekson ' The report recommonds seven wa in which bmineso can Liberal, I Coneervativo. just one m0re thing, Les. I service then you have a ~ls" critic feel that an~;  . . . . . . .  ""  . . . . . .  do this ,,in a serupulously non.pa~s~a~,, but activist way by 
~v'ing ~onuett a minorl.ty bepe it in not indiesttva of the. waitreuwhatakes pride in 
a iM l~ la  ~ov'~. ~cott Wallace only accuracy of your other her Job and many astlafled tegenarian..with '~" ck "Ottawa,-Capitnlpmiislunentiswnenmegovermnontmxca oncouraging emp!eyeea to: 
knows what would have statements that l am less cnatomersthatoflea doshow weaoPm(~a ot~her y orl~e~odn yo~to~t~a~l~al~tht~atixt CvotgrgOp?o~tatl~o~ae~t~mo~: - y: ra~e~ehei~t~eght~nlm~et~h~i~sponnibllity t  vote. 
happened had Cco~.. staves familiar with. ' Our their al~preelation for an ' . . . . .  film) pe Y • Y ' ' p and federal political 
remained Conservauve. "declining list of readcrs . enjoyable vening, assumed by ~ m me . An old business joke tha~. organizations. 
The main ingredients, of is a less wormy person ten  But not so funny any mere. • Participate in election campaigns from canvassing to 
a _k~g? Your spook is a little weak, While I cannot vouch about course, are the qunll~y(/~ Except perhaps to the bureaucracy which builds paper- campaign management. for he not only cannot see the "rending" bit, you might into the future, he has be interested to know that likingpcepleyoong'ana , It IS hoped that .manya work empires in expanding lte own - bat not n~. edso~Y ~e Runforlmblicofflee~byadoptingl~sitiveproceduresfor 
tronblo recalling the past, our paid subscribers have the alMlity to give without viewer (more people go to public- interest, while.confining the sco~ alm.opporLmu~ " the ~ranting of leave to participate in campaigns. ' 
Remember whooffered to go DOUBLED in  number expecting rewards, the gift the movies than •' to the of, private enterprise within an ever.uuexenmg WeD 0X ~ontrthute fi~..neinlly to politicalorganizations bysettin~ 
on T.V; and dlsouss, person during the last two montlm, to see the good that Is in ohm.shen).!fl~y be moved to restrictions and regulattods, . . an example wtm a c~onr-cut policy for corporate can- 
to person, all the topical That's PAID, mind you- every one of us without believe that an mewnere m B~alnees has been inking a bureaucratic nesting with tributions which IS known to all. 
condemmin~ the had and the tho universe there is One scarcely a whimper, eithcr out of acce.p, tanco .~ .the Discuss on company property and on company time wi th  
Issues of the day? Barrett, only, not "Fr~shien'.. • Willingness to'~work and who listsm and cares and inevitability of increasing interference or tear ot mrmer elected represmtatives of governments relet'ant political 
make a good Job of it. I f  . knows our names, Maybe panininnent.. ' • Issues, ~p~ml~i.ythoee.that ~ct  on commmy orosueets. 
' Ithat One will someday TERR.ACE/KITIMAT teo hard to work at plnaso no remind otw theologians that . of bes~c, non-partisan i formation. dasly herald / thosoqualitiesscempanecor But enddenly ~mething•has dawned simultanaonsly on Jseoo e o e--owJeageablepolitical]ythrcoghprovision 
• not try to be a waitress. Me, ~lisseni~f lmmour was onees government and bus iness . . . .  . . ;  . . . .  It Is the realization that finally me pu~uc nan ,no enough ot Busieally'tha report urges that smior nmnagemont of any 
I really like them, I have burean~ratic restriction and regulation, edmpany should develop a written policy on polltlnal par- 
bee,~marrladtoaverygooa J .E, Jahour ' , " Slowly the taxpayerb have ..come to Understand that the tieipation, gearndtothepartieularsitoationoftheindivideal 
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Persons wishing to apply 
for any of the Job Op- 
potanlUes listed for the 
Terrace District on this 
page should contact the 
Canada Employment 
Centre at 4630 Lazeile 
Avenue or telephone 635- 
7134. 
INSTRUCTORS, open, 
$5.60-$6.40 per hour, 
Hours will vary depen- 
cling on ty~ of course any 
person able to com- 
municate a skill, trade or 
interest to a group of 
adult students. 
• REGISTERED 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 
per hour depending on 
experience. Performing 
office nursing services. 
NIGHT AUDITOR, I 
ning, ~5.13 per hour. 
t be able to handle 
full audit duties. Must he 
able to control security of 
the hotel. 
~SABYSITTERS- 
URGENT, open, 1) In 
employers home- 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportat ions'  1 
child. Alternate weeks 
must  be non-smoker. 
$7.00 per day, 
2) In employers home- 
two references r~.  ulred- 
in Terrace, 2 children- 
shift work-full time $9.00 
Job oppodunities 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$1,000.00 to $1,200.00 
depending on experience. 
Will he required to 
manage kitchen and staff 
and tofunction as head 
cook-  should be fully 
exper ienced in food 
costing .and menu 
planning 
SHOE REPAIRMAN, 1 
opening. $800.00 per 
month. Must be able to 
cperate  all s tandard 
equipment and machines 
involved' with the trade. 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 per month. Must 
have experience in 
oriental food preparation. 
ELECTRICIAN I 
opening• I.W.A. Rate• 
Must be certified one 
year sawmill expereince: 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST 
1 opening. $1,286.00 a 
month D.O.E. Must be 
able to supervise lab 
staff ,  mach ine  main- 
tenanC~ut~rogram and 
advise roster. 
~AWFITTER 1 opening. 
$8.60 hr Uncertified. $9:80 
hr Certified. Must have 
minimum one years 
experience carbide and 
]and. 
IVhy did they leave. 
him there to die? 
Edltor's Note: Stel)hen 
O'Ryan, 3T, was accosted 
and stabbed on a Seattle 
street Dec. 16. badly 
wounded, he crawled away, 
observed but Ighored by 
people in the neighborhood. 
O'Ryan, the son of a 
Seattle Poot.lntdllgencer 
reporter, has  recovered 
from his wound and plans to 
enter law s~hool. No one has 
been arrested for the crime. 
Here is his story. 
By STEPHEN O'RYAN 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  One 
afternoon I was knocked 
down on a Seattle street, 
stabbed in the back and left 
for dead while both my at- 
-tackers walked away. The 
wounds are almost healed, 
but I XWANT AN ANSWER 
FROM THE pEOPLE OF 
THIS CITY. 
Why did you leave me 
there to die? 
' I had gotten off the bus 
that afternoon to visit a 
friend. H it hadn't been 
raining, I would have waited 
for the transfer, and there 
• wouldn't be this sixinch scar 
up the middle of my stomach 
and a knife wound in my 
back. But that's all hind- 
LIBRARIAN 1 opening. sight. I decided to walk, and 
then I fell. or stared, a back-seat full of 
The wound was bad. I kids laughed, but to most I 
could feel that cold blade all was invisible. 
the way to my chest, Later 
the doctors told me it tore WATCHED CARS PASS 
open my left lung, but I guess 
i was lunky, i t  .almost 
pierced my heart. 
His partner leaned over to 
take my wallet. When he 
puUed out the knife, I felt 
something ive deep inside. 
I looked across the street 
as they walked away and 
'saw a middle-aged man 
walking his dog in the rain. 
He must have seen the whole 
thing. I tried to shout, but the 
pain was so bad I couldn't 
evm catch my breath. All I 
managed was a drawn-out 
moan. He didn't see me. 
I moved my head and saw 
a woman standing at her 
window. For several seconds 
I stared at her face, then she 
moved away and the window 
was empty. She didn't see 
me either. 
I thought of crawling into 
the street but traffic was too 
heavy. All I could do was" 
watch numbly as ,cars 
passed ,  stunned ~ith 
disbelief. All that crawling. I 
might Just as well have 
never even moved. 
A city bus pulled over a 
block away and an elderly 
lady stepped out. "Help," 1 
shouted. "I've been stabbed. 
I need an ambulance." 
She didn't answer, hut the 
look on her face told me hew 
disgusting she thought I was. 
When she turned away I 
felt only one thing, and it 
wasn't panic or fear or pain. 
It was anger, anger that 
people 0uld.turn their back 
on a wounded man. 
I shouted again, but I knew 
she wouldn't turn around. It 
Fm d~.  The realization ' was as i f  I were shouting at 
be.w!ldered me. People don't all the empty windows, the 
get stabbed to death in '  locked doors, the staring 
decent neighborhoods, not in faces. It was as if I were 
plain view and the middle of shouting the lnatwords of my 
the afternoon. This isn't New life. 
York City. " I  XUM DYING. Doesn't 
WAVE OF PAIN that make one damn bit of 
The slightest movement difference to you?" 
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r day. 3) In employers 
~me- two references $1,800.00-$2•300.00 per two blocks later landed on sent a wave of pain up my . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ 1 
required-Terrace area. annum. Suitable the pavement, gasping tor left side, nut I knew if I t;,~.-..~u am-u . .~- -  . L"  . . . .  . .  U . . . - - - ,  J 
Must have own tran professiona~ ex rience- one deep breath, stayed where I was it would Later I found out,it was an J~  " • 
. . . . . . . . .  ". 0 ,¢  , . .~sr~)ea  . . . .  lflrstanwthemwhenthny be the last day of my life atteudant at Lloyd s Rocket £ U r U U ~  ~J[ J -U  . . . i  i f , . _ _ .  . 
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montns  giG, nOUIS are w, ,  .,wu ~o o d n a ' was s ttod the " ,z . . . . . . . . .  • ~ . . . . . . .  ¢~--.~,~,, ~. of me One of them ha o Seattle s main streets) 13o me from actoso • _ . . . .  ! i i~,,  I l l  I~ ,OL  
y" uu a m -3"uu m --w, .~. .~-  v-~,~- o,,,- - ,  • bu ' i, . . . . . . .  vocat ional  academic  greasy white raincoat, the two blocks off and crowded street and called the am . . . .  . 
Genera.l habys i t l~ ing ,  ' - - " t " t ' "n  o therashabbytweod.  The . ~iith trafflc. Unable to stand, lance. Welcome to the h O l ~  I I  ,- 
~ .~ per aay. • ~ 'D- '~"~-~-~NT one in w~to had ~'~ head I rolled slowly to my elde, ~ n  race• . .I.J.~tJ,I. ~ .L v . I . ~  .I.  ~ ~ i l ~ i  | l l  '~ 
(4) .Will. taKe•to yo~ Home, . . . r~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  thrown hack, shouting in- pulled my legs up one at a For those who like to keep • " • .• 
must nave two letters of l_. vacancy, ~ .  a. mon~, coherently I figured he was time. then started crawling notes on the incidence of _ _ _ . . ,~ '~ t . . . .  : 
roferenco, in Terraee area, l "l:.e~.ce, . M m~. . ~. hi~h und moved over to give do~ the sidewalk Every black crime, notethla If it The uanadian ~'orces Since the band last ap  I I I I | l ' l l  IVV I  ! 
rate at[ stunearo ~ • i l l~  t , ,V  V • • • child 9 months old, wages an~e to o~ . . .  them nlenty of room It move made me s l~ to my was a black who shovel that Naden B.an.d from. Vict.oria pedred in this area it.has. 
Ul mere ano macumes , -- are $7•00 per day . . ,  ineqJolPved in the trade wasn t room eno.,~h,,• ' stomach with the pain. H it knife in, it was also a black ~ be vBi .t~g hlgn sen.oo.ls performed ~r ~ousanusot X ~ . . . .  , .  . . . .  : 
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plicants only. (l) Four in Terraes, mnstbu them kicked me in the groin, next. Some of them pointed thereto die? to face charges of kid- former Miss Wyoming-USA 
napping a Mormon and May chained Anderson ~ • .. FALEER8 7 vacancies, '~135 
per day .und bonus pins, 
Prince RUpert, .Must be 
experienced ~.West Coast 
Logging Two yem's, saws are 
provided. 
GENERAL OFFICE 
CLERK I vacancy, approx. 
$4.00 per hour D.O.E.,  
Ter race ,  Operat ion  
boukkcepi~ machine (Can 
train if necessary) invoicing, 
filing, cash, general clerical 
duties. 
TODAY IN 
May 4, 1978 
FoUowing his 
d i sas t rous  Russ ian  
campaign, Napoleon ar- 
r ived in exile on the 
isldnd of Elba and was 
19 years of age, bne to start 5 
a.m. other 5:30 a.m. other 
afternoon wages are $4.58 
per hour. One to perform 
cur-hop duties at $3.00 an 
hour must have 6 months 
waitress experience. 
(2) Out of town, if no tran- 
sportation available, may 
arrange accomodations. 
Must have experience, will 
serve liquor, must he over 19 
years of age night shift from 
5:00 to 9:00 or 10:00 starting 
wage $4.00 per hour. 
i1|1 
HISTORY ' 
France in a restless tate, 
Napoleon escaped.  He 
was enthus iast ica l ly  
received in France and 
again assumed power. 
But his armies were De- 
feated at  Water loo and 
~ven sovereignty of the again he was exiled--this 
island 164 years ago to-. time to the island of St. 
day-- in 1814. But in Helena, where he died in 
February ,  1815, with 1821. 
EVERYONE 
NEEDS TREES 
TO ENJOY 
TREES .A GROWING CONCERN 
A CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIAT.ION 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
Trouble in the Yukon 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
There will be no racial 
harmony in the Yukon unless 
major steps are tukon to. 
preserve Indian lands, 
education, language, and 
traditional hunting ac- 
tivities, Hugh Faulkner, 
Indian affairs and northern 
development minister, said, 
Monday. 
Faulkner said in an in- 
terview that the major steps 
likely will mean changes in 
the present territorial 
government set-up, but 
federal government will not 
tolerate any move toward 
establishing a separate 
Indian government; 
Fanlkner, ' who is 
proposing a federal inquiry 
in to  const i tu t iona l  
development in.the Yukon, 
was responding to Yukon 
• government claims that ra- 
cial strife in the territory 
might explode because of a 
suggested land claim set- 
tlement which provides for 
the formation of a separate 
Indian government. 
The'idee is contained, in a 
land claim discussion paper 
for the Council of Yukon 
Indians (CYI), although the 
council insists that the paper 
does not represent the 
council's final position. 
Dr. Jack Hibherd, Yuken 
execut ive  commit tee  
member  responsib le for  
Indian affa irs ,  has  
denounced.the pap#r as 
frightening. He 8aidantive 
land claims are polarizing 
the white and native corn- 
manities. 
FEELINGS BUILD 
"Bad feeling has been 
building for some time-- 
people feel they are being 
left out of landclaim 
, !  discussion, he said. "The 
situation ow is apprbaching 
the explosive stage." 
Hibberd said, the federal 
government is guilty of 
encourag ing  nat ive  
organizations to pursue 
separatist goals. 
• Faulkner replied that 
• there will be no' racial 
harmony, in the territory 
without ' ensuring the 
preservation f Indian lands 
and the Indian way of life. • 
Indian claims for .  self- 
munagement of lands and. 
control over traditional 
pastimes are not un. 
reasonahle. 
The minister said the 
federal government has 
rejected parallel govern- 
me~ts in the North based on 
race,  but Ottawa. does 
recognize the importance 
within the existing govern- 
merit framework to 
developing ways to protect 
Indian culture, hunting 
I 
rights and land base. 
Consultation with natives 
ov~ the use of resourceq, 
including as and oil, will he 
needed in the new order, he 
said. 
. The CYI has made it dear 
it will not participate in the 
federal governmmt inquiry 
in to  const i tu t iona l  
development in the Yukon 
and, instead, will pursue 
po l i t i ca l  deve lopment  
through land claim 
negotiations. 
I 
.TODAY IN H ISTORY 
May 3, 1978 
The Wars  of the:lieges throne was Henry Tudor' 
neared an end 507 years Ear l  of Richmond. He re- 
ago  toda),-in 1471--when turned from exile and 
hhe Yorkist army of King seized the crown from 
Edward IV massacred Richard III in 145. 
'the Lancast r ian  sup- 
~ rters of  King Henry Vl, en in captivity, at the * 1469 - -  Niccolo ~ 
bat t le  of Tewkesbury.  Mach iave l l i ,  I ta l ian  
The on ly  important s ta tesman and wr i ter ,  
surviving claimant o the was born. "~.~;~: 
a~i. 
II I III ~ 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS °;" ;' 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to-own Plan. All monies paid apply to porchese. Why, 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rant and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
BBsI 
78 F 250 plckuF 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
7S Csmaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
leaSH end pri.ce 
$2,025,00 ,
or simply return 
7S Fiesta 3 dr.  
$~.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
~d on 36 month lease 
78 Econollne Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end wlce 
Sl,975.00 
or slml~lY ' return 
7S Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per month 
leas,e end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
7S F150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply return 
I 
78 C 100 Chev ~J 
$129.00 per monfl i  
IHse and price 
$1,075.00 
or simply return 
lS Doc~le Van :r~ 
$129.00 per moMb 
lease end prl~e 
$1,075.00 . tot '. 
• imply re tu~ 
10 Olds CutMs~ 
$139.00 par m~,  
leese end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return. 
i 
" FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT B7.7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD.' ' 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
missionary'• ' to. a bed in a country cottage 
Today was the day the pair and forced him to make love 
was tohave stood trial at Old to her. She once had a 
Bailey, London's centra' relationship withthe young 
criminal court, for allugedly Mormon, who is in Britain 
abducting 2t-yenr old Kirk for two years of missionary 
AndecsonofProvo, Utah, Iast'  work. 
September. 
But Miss McKinney, 27, of 
Ashevllle, .N.C., and May, 24, 
of Los Angeles kipped bail 
April 12, fleeing the country 
in disguises and posing as 
deaf-mutes. They are 
believed to have flown f rom 
' The blonde Mins McKinney 
said at the hearing she loved 
Anderson so much that if he 
had asked her to she would 
have "akiied down Mount 
Everest in the nude with a 
carnation up my nese." 
COMMONWEAI.TH'S ' ~ f 
>, 
) 
VANCOUVER-BROADWAY , 
} 
711 West Broadway Ave. & Heather St.. 
Vancouver, B.C,, V~ 3Y2. 
(6O4) 879-0511 l 
For free Holidex z r~entallon senHoe 
.,,d a guaranteed room tale at any 
Holiday Inn,call toll free '# 
1-800-268-8811 
Industry, Trade 
and Commerce 
BusinessCentre 
with the Government of Canada. 
A toll.free call fr.om anywhere in 
Canada will put you directly in touch with 
the Business Centre.All you need to do 
is ask your long distance operator for: 
It's as close to you as your telephone! 
The Department of Industry. Trade 
and Commerce has established a Business 
Centre in Ottawa to help you plan your 
~usiness trips to the.National Capital and 
!o help you in your telephone contacts 
ZenithO-3200 
The Business Centre will prowde answers on Government of Canada pro. 
24.hour answering service, recording your grams affecting your business, whether 
telephone calls in off-hours for response you're in small business or m a 
within a day. large corporation. 
The Business Centre can get you 
For your c:onvenience while in Ottawa. the Business Centre is located at: 
Level 01 (Centre area) 
235 Queen Street 
Ottawa. Ontario 
K1A OH5 
Telephone: 995.5771 
There is also an Industry, Trade and Commerce Regional Office at: 
British Columbia nd Yukon Region 
RO, Box 49178, Suite 2743 
Bentall Centre, Tower fill" 
595 Burrard Street 
VANCOUVER, British Columbia V7X 1K8 
Tel. [604) 666.1434 
Jack Hornei, Minister Tony Abbott, Minister 
Industry, Trade and Commerce of State tor Small Business 
I~ l  I G0vernment Gouvernement 
of Canada du Canada 
Industry. Trade Irldustrle 
and Commerce et Commerce 
t 
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Team Canada 
faces test against 
Czechs 
that .  p. 4 
Playing their own brand of 
hockey, the Canadiaim got a 
powerful performance from 
Los Angeles Kings centre 
Marcel Dionne who scored 
three goals and brought his 
total, officially, to sores-- 
tops in the tournament. 
Vancouver Canucke left 
winger Don Lever, who has 
had problems controlling the 
puck on scoring chances, 
broke through with his first 
two goals Monday and 
Dmnla. Maruk, the speedy 
Cleveland Barons centre, got 
one to bring his total to five. 
The Canadians, despite 
enishcoting the West Ger- 
mans 33.23, were outplayed 
at times .and Pittsburgh 
goalkeeper Denis Herron 
had to be sharp, especially in 
the first period. 
Canada took seven of the 
13 minor penalties with St~ 
Louis Blues centre Garry 
Unger getting a 10-minute 
misconduct inaddition to his 
minor for spearing. One of 
the West German goals, by 
Rainer Phlllpp in the third, 
cam on a power play. 
PARTIALLY STOPPED 
Maruk opened the scoring 
with the only goal of the first 
period on a shot from the top 
of the facanff circle that was 
partially stopped by 
goa l tender  Bernard  
Engelbrecht. 
Dionnn knocked the puck 
By MEL SUFRIN 
CP Sports Editor 
'PRAGUE (CP) -- Team 
Canada is altering its 
strategy as it prepares for 
Thursday's meeting with 
Czechoslovakia--its first test 
against he big guns at the 
world hockey championship. 
The team, improving each 
game since losing its.opener 
to Finland, resorted to 
Canadianstyle hockey 
• Monday night and came 
away with,a convincing 6-2 
victory over a physically 
tough West German team. 
The Canadians have com- 
pleted their round-robit 
schedule against the so. 
called weaker clubs'-- 
Finland, East Germany, the 
United States and West Ger- 
many-with a 3.1 record and 
are in fourth place. 
The Russians, 
Czechoslovaks and Swedes 
are all undefeated, but all 
their games have been 
against the lower-ranko~ 
clubs. 
The Soviet Union dumped 
East Germany 10-2 in 
Monday's only other game. 
There are several ways for 
Canada to make it into the 
top four and qualify for the 
fourcountry championship 
roundrobin, but the simplest 
would be to beat two of the 
three big clubs. 
Assuming that iFinland 
loses to Sweden today but 
then wins its remaining in from a scramble on a 
games, it could slip into the power play at the Sl-sscond 
top four unless Canada can mark of the second period. 
win two of its remaining He scored his second goal at 
three. 
Assistant coach Marshall 
Johnston explained why the 
club went back to North 
American-etyle hockey--two 
forwards coming back, one 
forward forechecking and 
the defence standing up at 
the blue line. 
PLAY OWN GAME 
"With the big ice surface, 
you don't have puck 
possession all that ,much 
under our system, but I'm 
not sure its logical to try to 
adapt o the European game 
in t0 days," he said. "The 
Europeans have been 
i~y i~ .the. ,.puck control 
might as weil 't~ry to play the., 
game.our way and let it go at 
1:52, s~rting from his own 
blueline, circling the net and 
slipping the puck in. 
The West Germans 
narrowed the margin to 3.1 
on a shot from the point by 
Ignaz Borndaner and then 
had a goal called back 
because they had seven 
skaters on the ice during a 
delayed penalty call. 
Lever then stole the puck 
and deked the West German 
goalie to make It 4-1 midway 
through the second period. 
After PhUipp made it 4-2, 
Dlonne again scored from 
behind the West German et 
and Lever was set up on a 
good pass by Bob MacMillan 
of Atlanta Flames for the 
final goal. 
Bruins coach 
reacts to meet 
By MIKE EROWN 
BOSTON (CP) - -  At first, 
it appears Harry Sinden, 
general manager of Boston 
Bruioa, has a shert memory. 
Sinden, whose team swept 
Philadelphia in four games 
during the Nationai Hock.ey 
League semi-fiunl playolxs 
last season, has an unusual 
reaction to the club's 
meeting ,with the Flyers in. 
this year s semi.finals. 
"Why do we always get 
Phllly?" Sinden asked, 
referring to Toronto's 
overtime victory Saturday 
night over New Yc~k 
Islanders which propelled 
the Maple Leafs into the 
other semi-final against 
Montreal Cunadiens. 
The Brulus we~e set to 
take on the Islanders--2.1 
losses Saturday to Teronto-- 
bur the Leafs' surprielug 4.3 
quarter-final-series triumph 
changed that. 
However, it may not be 4/ 
bad idea for the former 
Stanley Cup-winnlng coach, 
and victorious Team Canada 
'72 mentor, to forget about 
last season and think back a 
couple of years as his. club 
prepares for tonight's series 
opener. 
The first time the two 
clubs met in Stanley Cup 
play was the 1973.74 final,' 
when Philadelphia's ur- 
prising Broad Street Bullies 
became the first expansion 
team to win the Cup by 
heating the Brains in six 
games. 
EMERGENCE OF 
SCHULTZ 
The Flyers' team that was 
to win the Cup again the 
following year featured the 
first of the NHL's so-called 
goon squads, with Dave (The 
Hammer) Schultz and Bob 
(Hound Dog) Kelly the key 
members. 
Philadelphia then met 
Boston in the 1975.76 semi- 
finals and took the series in 
five games; outscoring the 
Bruins 19-1~ in the process. 
Schultz has since been dis- 
patched to Los Angeles 
Kings and then to Pittsburgh 
Penguins. However, Kelly 
remaiM and the addition of 
the NHL's blggost defen- 
ceman--six-footfive Bob 
.Dsiley from Vancouver 
Cunucks--plus a few ethers, 
should keep the Bruins heads 
up. 
And that hasn't escaped 
the attention of Boston coach 
Don Cherry. 
"Whoever gets to the 
finals, this will be the best 
series of it all," Cherry said 
Monday. "There's two tough 
teams playing off, 
"I Just hope the referees 
don't blow it. I hope they let 
the players decide it." 
It seems Sindm is 
remembering all this, plus 
the fact Flyers arrived here 
Monday sky-high. Centre 
Rick MacL,eish and net- 
mindor Bernie Parent are 
both comiz~ .off ~cellent 
quarter . f ina l  p layof f  
against Buffalo Sabres. 
RECOVERED FROM IN- 
JURY 
MacLebh recovered from 
neck wounds late in the sea. 
scn--be was cut by Marcel 
Dlonne's kate for 80 stlchea 
during a game against Los 
Angeles in early March--and 
has notched six goals and 
added five assists in seven 
playoff games o far. 
Parent was an outstanding 
performer In the Flyers' 4.1 
series win against Buffalo as 
well, 'regaining the 
remarkable form he enjoyed 
before undergoing neck 
surgery two years ago. 
There may be another 
thing on Sinden's mind. The 
fact rumors art flying that 
Flyers coach Fred Shero Is 
headed for Vancouver, or 
possibly Now York Rangers, 
next season .could mean 
Philadelphia may want to 
win it all for Shero before be 
departs. 
But the Bruins, although 
they may be wary, still have 
a certain amount of con. 
fide~ce. They took Chicago 
in four straight during the 
quarter-flnals, althougll 
three went into overtime. 
REMEMBER WHEN.. .  
Albert (Frenchy) 
Be langer ,  Toronto ' s  
hard-hitting f lyweight 
and former world 
champion, won the 
Canadian boxing title 
from Clbvis Durand of 
Montreal 50 years ago 
today--in 1928--in 
Toronto. Belanger 
floored Durandonce and 
won the 10.round ecision 
unanimously. 
• ', ,• #r' 
, 
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David Metzme er of Terrace has been Invited to Junior Canadian Volleyball Tea 
trials to be held in Ashcroft May 5 and 6. A student at Caledonia, 17 year old Meg 
meimer wiilattomptto gain a place on the Canadian team to attend the final trials 
qualify for the Canadian-American games in Sea_ttle on May 26 through 28. 
Injured player may 
return to Leafs 
TORONTO (CP) - Borje until next season before he 
Salming, recovering from returns to the NHL. 
facial injuries suffered in a However, the all-star 
National Hockey League dsfancemm said the doctor 
• said he won't stand in his playoff game last mca~, 
hopes he can rejoin Toronto way if he decides to return 
Maple Leafs next Tuesday. sooner. 
Salmiug, who was injured Salming was injured in the 
April 23 - six days after his fourth game of the quarter- 
27th birthday-asid Mendny final series against the 
after he was released from Islanders at Maple leaf 
Garden.q wh~q acnidmtly hospital that his doctor is 
leaving it up to the Swedish- struck in the face b.~Heanlng 
horn defeaceman to decide of the'NEW York 
when he returns, squad. 
It's expected that Saiming He had sidestepped 
will miss at least the first Heanlng and passed the puch 
three games in the Stanley to teammate Darryl Sittler. 
Cup semi-finals between Henning's stick, struck 
defending champion Salming on the face. 
Montreal Cnnadiens and the Salming's nose .was 
Leafs. broken, there was bleeding 
Dr. Michael Easterbrook behind the right eye and the 
would likeflulming to wait eyelid was cut for five 
Raiders defeat 
Centennials 
PRINCE ALBERT, BOChm and Kelly Mc- 
Sask.(CP) -- Prince Albert Crimmon. 
Raiders defeated Merritt BobDeschamps and Blake 
Centennials 8-6 to take a 3-1 Stephann with two each, Ken 
lead in their Ceatmnlai Cup Stroud and Pat Rabbitt 
western final Monday night, replied for the Cmtcnnlais, 
Eric Ponath and Roy who were assessed 11 of 24 
Roedger each scored two minor _penalties..Each team 
goals to pace the attack for also had one major. 
the Raiders who held period 
leads of 3-2 and 74. Single The next game in the best- 
goals were added by Greg ofseven series will be played 
Anderson, AI Moore, Rick tonight. 
stitches. 
"I could remember t~oing 
around Hennlng and I saw 
Sits in front of the net,', 
Salming said in an interview 
Monday. 
"I passed the puck 'and 
thin when the stick hit me, I 
felt an explosion and I saw 
the blood . . . .  I was scared. 
When I fell down, I thought 
I'd lost my eye. I thought i
was hanging outside and I 
had to touch it. I felt bettor 
when I moved my hand and 
realized I hadn't lost the 
eye." 
For four days be didn't 
move from his hospital bed. 
His eyes were covered with 
patches. 
"I had to lie down and keep 
still. It wasn't much fun. 
When my eyes were covered, 
I knew how it felt to be 
blind." 
On the fifth day, the patch 
was removed from the left 
eye and Monday it came off 
the right. 
"If I play, I'll wear a 
mask," S-alining said. "The 
chance o:f something 
.happening to it again is 
sinai]." 
"It was really "un- 
believable. I got 1,000 letters 
in the week and even today 
Monday I got 200 cards. On 
the first dnyI  was in the 
hospital, they got 900 calls 
from people who wanted to 
talk to me and find out how I 
.was, The line was blocked. 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
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• Leafs in second challenge Terrace girls 
By GLENN COLI~ He leads the playoff 
MONTREAL (CP) .-- scoring race with four goals 
Toronto Maple Leafs, on a and eight assists for 1~ 
high after eliminating New points, one more than Rick 
York Islanders in the MacLeish of Philadelphia 
Nattcnn] Hockey League's Flyers and Danny Gare of 
arter.finsl round, begin Buffalo Sabres. 
r second stiff challenge THE STYLE TO USE 
of the Stanley Cup playoffs It is unlikely that the 
here tonlght. Leafs, making their first 
While the,, Leafs rough- appearance in the semi- 
andtumble style helped them finals since they best 
to dispose of the Islanders, Montreal in a nix.game final 
there is no certainty it will in 1967, will change their 
work against Montreal style against he Canadians. 
Canadians, a club noted for This Could mean game of- 
its scoring power but which flcials would have their 
can also mix it up with any hands full keeping things 
team. under control. 
"We are a young team and .The seven-game New 
rmsurewe'llgivetheCana- YorkToronto  aer ies  
diens a good run," said Iroduesd 354 minutes in 
Toronto defenceman Ian penaitiesand the Camdiens 
Turnbull. "We have the are not llkely to sit back and 
momentum going after the let Toronto run them out of 
series against he Islanders. the rink. " 
It gave us a lot of con- "If they want to play 
fldenes." rough, we can play rough 
Montreal tough guys who 
stands six feet, two inches 
and now patrols right wing 
along with centre Doug 
Jarvts and left winger Bob 
Galney. 
Defencemen Larry 
Roblmon and Guy Lapointe 
and forwards Doug 
Risebrough and Matin 
Tremblay are also Mnntre~l 
players who can more than 
adequately handle them. 
selves if things get out of 
hand. 
GOALTENDERS BATH, E 
The Toronto-Montreal 
series Should feature a 
gonltending duel betweer 
Toronto's Mike Palmateer 
and Montreal's Kan Drydm. 
Paimateer had a shutout in 
both the preliminary round 
against Los Angeles Kings 
and the set against the 
Colanders while Dryden 
blanked Detroit Red Wings 
in the fourth game of the 
minor softball 
Results from the first week of Terrace Girls' "Minor Soft- 
bail: 
April 25 ' 
Squirts Division - Clarence Michiel 
Vic Freese - 4, Linda Juba's Hotshots - 3 
Pee Wee Division - Afar Park 
Camperland - 11, Nbrthwest Sportsman - 11. 
Midget Division - Agar Park 
Moose Lodge - 9, Doc's Cartage - 4 
• April 26 
Pee Wee Division - Agar Park. 
New Quadra Travel -8, Lakelse Pharmacy - 6 
April 27 
Squirt Division - Clarence Michiel 
Vic Froene - 13, Bob's Swingers - 9 
Pea Wee •Division - Agar Park 
Camperland -13, Lakelse Pharmace - 10 
Midget Division - Agar Park 
Moose Lodge - 8, Doc's Cartage - 6 
Tur~ull, who once played too," said Gilles Luplen, quarter finals for his ninth 
for Montreal Junior Muntrenl's ixfoot-six tough playeff shutout. K i t i . . .~ , .~41. .~-~f f~, . rk  $ 
Canadieno whm they were man who led the club in Look forRoger Nei]son to 
part of the Ontario Hockey penalties during the regular put someone on Guy Laflear, 
Association Junior A seriesi season. Montreal'a demon right 
has been a pleasant surprise "We'll play whatever style winger who had five goals 
-fOrplay.TOronto in post-season Char traw,they want to,"anotheraddedoneRiCz. T rontoandThethreeRed ~Wingsassistsseas°n''-sign'against A sociation 
Paul Woods the arduous task 
Y ¢ ~ a t ' s  wrong .keepingLafleurcovered Alcan Kitimat has an roar to the sound of the top 
end he had the NHL's association sponsored by the eight teams in the league 
scoring leader frustratec compsny-Kitimat Works bowling off first. The bottom 
enough to take three chippy SportsAssoclstion (KWSA) - eight last. . 
• ' " ' peaaltiasinthethirdgameof that has many varied ac- All scores will be tallied w th Seaver? the series. But Lafleur tivities stirring aroand in-andtbetwohighestteems 
'managed to break out of his aide, and shows the Alean will be in that final ROT 
By THE ASSOCIATED baking average to .429 and 
PRE88 lowered his ERA to 2.48. 
What did they say in 1908 Giants Z Cardinals 1 
when Cy Young wan 13 Terry Whitfleld doubled 
games and lost 917 Was and scored from second base 
there no hope at all in 1911, on Mark Littell's wild l~tch 
when he finished 7-107 in the eighth ianeag for the 
Did everyone then ask, winning run in San Fren- 
"What's wrong with Cy cisco's victory over St. 
Young?" the way everyone Louis. 
now is asking, "What's The game was spiced by a 
wrong with Tom Seaver?" ninth-inning argument 
Six starts into the 1978 between the Giants' Bill 
baseball season, Saaver is 0. Madlnek and rookie umpire 
3 with an earned-run Charlle Williams. Madlock 
average of 6.52. He is, in his stepped out of the hatter's 
own words, "~mbarransed box with the count 0-2 and 
and extremely frustrated. 
'Tee never had a period 
shell in the 0.O romp in the 
fourth game with two goals 
end three assists. 
"There'a no doubt hey will 
lay to slow us down," said 
Montreal captain Yvan 
Cournoyer, who was around 
when the Leafs knocked off 
Montreal in 1967. 
The Montreal players have 
been told to watch silly 
retaliation penalties because 
as Cournoyer noted: 
"The leafs have got a 
good power play. They have 
some guys that can score." 
Touight'a game will he 
telecast un the full CBC ignored orders by Williams 
to get back in position. St. network starting at 8 p.m. 
Louis relief pitcher Pete EDT. 
Williams called strike three.. 
Pirates 7 Padres 4 
Singles by Phil Garner and 
like I'm going through now," 
he says. "It's •been a hum. 
bllng experience." 
Everyone who didn't know 
that already found out early 
Monday night, wh .  C ln- re l ie f  pitcher Jim Bibby Shorts 
clnnafl manager Sparky keyed the three-ran dghth- 
Anderson y~nked Sesver in inning rally that sent pitt- . 
I~unt of a"~k.~tton~l ~lev!sio n sburgh ,pnat~Sah. D!ego. It REMEMBER : ~HE N 
M~dience. The uena right- ~Wm,*Bibb.~.'firs~_~au.onas ~.~'Larr~!Gai~.~"Tor0nto 
~ndar, a mrse-time Cy. ~mtamea 19T~, wnun -" . . . .  . t Negro ~oxer unbeaten m Young Award winner, gave he singled while with S.  ,~. . . . . . . .  ,,,. ,,,,,,,~,~, ;,, 
d ~"'~ ~="° " '"""" "" up seven hits and seven Louis, Since thco he.ha n ,, ; , ,  o h R m n i r e 
runs-- six of them earned, been in  the Amerscan ." . . . .  ;-'._~ ,7- ,_,- ..__ 
in l~a than three innings as League, which employs the nea~wesgnc ~u~,  w u~ 
Philadelphia Phlllles went designated hitter. Dave aexeacea ny ~m ~v~c- 
on the pummel the Reds 12-1. Winfield cracked a twomn Corkindale of South 
• "I wish I knew what it home run for the Padrm, Africa in ~ndon. 45 years 
was," Seaver said. "If I did, Braves 6 Meta 6 ago ton lght - -m 1933. 
I wouldn't be in this Blff Pocoroha and Jeff Canada's hopes as a 
sltuatien." BurrOuffi~ had ran4codng wor ld  champzonship.  
GIANTS wm hits in the eighth inning tO contender went down ann 
In the other National help Atlanta beat New Yer k 'out with Gains in the 10th 
League games, San Fran. in a game marked by four round. 
cken Giants trimmed St, balks--three by Braves 
Louk Cardinals 2-I, Pitt- pitchers. 
. . . . t  a.,o=, o=. ,  Baseman 
Dl~o Padr~ 7-4 a~d Arian.~ Jim Rice slugged apair 
, , . , .  , , , , ,  . . .  , . ,  = , . .=  =m. , ,=  ' ec ted  Mess 6-15. su~'vlved Baltimore's ninth- e J  
In the only American inning rally to snap a four- 
League games, Boston R~ game losing streak. AI 
Sex held on for a 9-6 triumpn Bumbry homered and Ken ST. LOUIS (AP) -- San 
over Baltimore Orioles and Singleton had a runscorlng Franckco second baseman Bill Madiook was ejected 
New York Yankees topped single to bring Halllmm'e from the Giants' game 
City Royals 8.4. ~ within 9.6 ln'ths ninth. They 
Since Pete Rose went subsequently loaded the ugaimt St, Louis Cardinals 
hitlesoinfourat-hatsagalnat bases, but reliever Bob Mnnday night following a 
the Phlllies' Steve Carlton Stanley struck out Rick ninth-inning run-in wit! 
and remained four safeties Dempaey to cod the game, rookie umpire Charlie Wllllanm. 
short of the $,000.hit Yankees 8 Royafs 4 - Madloek who had earlier 
milestone, the only saving Lou Plniells scores struck out twice, walked out 
grace for Reds fans was. a Thurman Mtmoa with the ~d the hatter's box while 
asvmth-innin8 home run oy first o~ four seventh.hll~lg hteh~ Cards rtliever Pete 
Johnny,Beach, which ruined runs to help Vuck0vtch with an 04 count. 
Carlton s shutout. Ironically, Carlton collected three hits. MADDOX ON Williams, umpiring behind 
Mnn~vnight'sgamewns NEW YORK (AP) - -  the plate fm" the f~t  time in 
over aft& th~Phlllles' five- New York' Mets placed a major league game, in- 
run first inning, during outfielder Elliott Maddox struoted the San Franel~o 
which Carlton laced a two- on their National League player to return to the bo~. 
run single. The Phtlsdalpl.d..a baseball roster Tucson. y When the directive was 
left-hander, who lea n,. and put outfielder Ken ignored, he signalled for a third pitch and called 
idtcherm with 15 runsbatted. Henderson on the 15.day Madlock out when the 
in last year, raised his disabled list, • dallveryer0esedhomeplate. 
Golf Chal] Madieck, whe had his back ', to home plate, whirled 
.e ] [ lge  around when he heard the 
TORONTO-" Reigning 
United States Open .cham- 
idon Hollk Stacy, winner d 
last week's Birmingham 
Classic, will challenge a top 
rated field in the 1978 Peter 
Jackson Classic at St. 
George's Golf and Country 
Club June 1.4. 
:Mi~ Staoy, 23, who won 
three tournaments last year 
oll the. LPGA Tour and 
call and was restrained by 
Giants coaches When he 
attempted to charge 
Williams. 
Madlock was ejected after 
verbally assaulting th( 
arbiter, 
Williams, who was called 
up from the Pacific Coast 
League to fill in .for Frank 
Pulll, who has a knee injury, 
said: "I said, 'Get here in the 
hax~ I'm going to tell the 
pitcker to pitch.' I motioned' 
for the pitcher to throw the 
ball, He (Madlock) came 
back and charged me. He 
told me, 'You're going to 
wind up driving a,~bt~, 'J=t 
llke the other guy. ' 
The. "other guy" ill Art' 
Williams, former NL umpire 
whose contract was not 
rmewed after last season. 
Both umpkea re.black,, 
' Wfllisms, when. calling 
Madleck out, came down' 
with his band on the head of 
third base coach's Dave 
Bristol, Bristol said, "He hit 
me right on top of the head. I
Ought to get the game ball for 
that," 
one of the brightmt new 
stars on the LPGA Tour. 
After flnishingm~ond three 
times in 1976, she won four 
events last year and was 
ranked No. 5 on the money 
list. She Is an excellent long- 
irnn.,.l~,.Yer, and with St. 
Goof, s s being a long, dif- 
ficult par 73, this should 8ire 
he~ a real advantage," 
When the Peter Jackson 
teamed with 19"/6 Canadian Classic wss last held at St, 
Open champl~_J~.ry'_Pate George's in 197B, J oA~ 
to' win the, Mixed Team Corner and Carol Mann, two 
Champlonsh,l~ Join. a f!.eld o/the Tour's longest hitters, 
which incluaes aezenmng played two sudden-deism 
chmmpion Judy T. Rankin; holes before Mm. Career 
Winner's Circle champion won with a birdie. 
8andra Post, JoAnne car- 
nor, .Donna C. youngand Tichetsareonsalothreugh 
Carele Jo Skuia in the batile the Tourcammt Office at 
for the $100,000 price purse 
~he Peter' Jackson 236-1741 ," 
• For more infmnattou: xwoim.v. 
"We are very p lau~ Paul Dulmage ~ 
Hellk Stscy has Jdn The Houston Group Com. 
f~eld for the i978 'Classic," municallons Ltd, 
totlrnament director l, uc 
Bflensaid. ,'MIB Stany is (416). 59~ 
KWSA bawlers to be starting 
their annual bowl-off 
Monday night. 
KWSA bowling 
representative Earl Grant 
explained that there are 16 
teams in the league who will 
.he competing for the final 
winning honour of the 
smelters' best. 
The Kitimat Lanes will 
compotiflon for the cham- 
pionship within Alcan'a 
KWSA. 
A conspistion prize will be 
awarded the highedt pin.fall 
team. 
Earl asked that anyone 
interested in forming a 
KWSA bowling committee 
• for next fall give him or his 
wife Kay a call at 632-4587. 
Jack Donohue 
speaks to champs 
JACK DONOHUE--SPEAKS 
AT  BANQUET OF 
CHAMPIONS 
British Columbta Sports 
Hall of Fame & Museum's 
Executive Director, Peter 
Webster, announced today 
• his first speaker for the 10th 
Annual Banquet of Cham- 
pinns, May 25 at the Hotel 
Vancouver. 
Jack Donohue, Canada's 
National Basketball Coach, 
brought his enviable U.S. 
high school and university 
accomplishments and his 
Brooklynese, N.Y. accent o 
Canada in 1972. 
For the first while he had 
to rely on his LOw Alclndor 
• )Karecm Abdubl-~abbar) 
stories and his sense of 
humour. He got his fret look 
at 'his' basketball team in 
June at a training camp in 
Courteuny, B.C. The team 
finished 1972 with a 14-18 
record. They didn't even 
qualify for the Munich 
Olmpie Games. 
Things have changed since 
then. Jack has travelled 
hundreds of thousands of 
miles conducting clinics, 
holding training camps, 
sooution players and like the 
B.C. Sports Hall of Fame's 
Banquet,..tell ing funn] 
stories. 
Preaching the basketball 
gospel and developing a 
winning attitude on the 
NatlouM Team, Denubue has 
recently directed the Club to 
a third.placa finish in a .  
recent" tournament in Cuba 
this spring. 
He also'coached the 
Canadian team to a fourth- 
place finish in the Olympics 
in Montreal and his 1977 
team 'finished with a 28-10 
record, beating the likes of 
Spain ,  Yugos lav ia ,  
Czechosiavakta, Poland and 
Mexico. ' ' 
He's still got the accent,. 
but the stories ard all new. 
Tickets for the Banquet of 
Champions are $60 per 
person and a portion of the 
amount is a donation to the 
Hall of Fame and is tax 
deductible. Tickets are 
available at the British 
Columbia sports Hall of 
Fame & Museum, located on 
the P.N.E. grounds at 
SEATTLE' (AP) - -  
John Thompson, general 
manager of Seattle 
Sealmwks, has asked the 
National Football League 
to investigate the cir- 
cumstances which led to 
the resignation of 
assistant ~coach Bob 
Hollway last Saturday. 
Newspaper-  reports 
Monday said Hollway 
would re turn  to Min- 
nesota, where he bega~ 
his professional coaching 
career ,  as defensive co- 
ordinator. The Vikings 
• denied having in- 
terviewed Hollway for a 
Job.. 
Reufrew & Hastings. 
For further information 
contact: Mr. Peter W. 
Webster, B.C. Sports Hall of 
Fame & Museum -
253-2311 Local 238 
I / 
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Vancouver streak ends 
VANCOU~/ER (CP) -- Norman each had four hits 
Veteran right-bander Jaclde for the Tores, with,Sample 
Brown scattered e igh l  and Rusty Torres each 
singles and Tucson Toros driving in three runs. 
collected 20 hits off four 
Vancouver pitchers to defeat 
Canadians 13-3 Monday night 
in a PacifiF Coast League 
baseball game before 1,40"/ 
fans. 
The win snapped a seven- 
game Tucson losing streak, 
and ended Vancouver's 
winning streak at home at 
five games. 
Bill Sample and Nelson 
Mike Norris, 3-2, gave up 
nine hits in 3 2-3 innings and 
was tagged with the loss. 
Of the 20 Tucson hits, only 
two were for extra bases. SHORT OF GOAL 
Sample had them both, with 
triples in  the third and Houston Aeros are 2,484 
seventh innings. , season tickets short of 
Pat Putnam, Keith their goal of 7,000, but 
Chauncey and Gary Gray pres ident  Har r i son  
each had' three singles for Vickers said Tuesday the 
the Toros. World Hockey As- 
Brown evened his record sociation team is still 
at 2-2, walking two and " committed to its May 4 
striking out six. ob ject ive.  
Hospitality Test 
\ 
v-F-- 
If you were a visitor, would you 
rather take your family's picture- 
or be in it? 
Next time you see a visitor with a camera, offer to take 
their picture. It's a nice way to show our visitors they're 
welcome. And everytime.they rook back on their holiday 
hotos, they'll recall some good old fashioned British 
olurnbia hospitality. So remember: next time you spot a 
visiting shutterbug, step right up and offer to take the shot. 
(And don t forget that super B.C. smile.) 
For full information about Tourism British Columbia's 
Hospitality Certificate Course, call Ted Taylor 636-1454 
after 6 p.m. 
CANUCK 
e A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TR'UOK 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, % Tons, 
Y2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
contact Terrace Agent: 
L 
! -  
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 63§-4941 
Dealer Lloenoe Number 1492A Terrace, B.O. 
! 
l 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page'location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject anY advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advert isement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advert isements must be 
rece lvedby the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication: 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vert iser requesting spac( 
that the l iabil ity of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the .advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than  the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver t i sements  must  
comply with the Brit ish 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that' discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, rel igion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
req~uli=em~t for' the Work 
Jnvolved~ ';;; "~" : 
_ r  
I NOTICE 
I 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon.-Fri. mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October I, 
1977 
Single Copy ~0c 
By Carrier • mth3.00f 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Cornmonwealfh and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00• 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
I'COMING EVENTS 
, .~  , .  
Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 in the Veritas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan' Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain in 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are avella.ble 
at *he door at $1.00 per 
per.,,~n. These performances 
are presented In conjunction 
with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Ticketsare still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of 54 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace. and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635-2101. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fal l .  
Bazaar.. November 18th 
1978. A f"ena Banquet Room 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nserflon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertinn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: ~ 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CI.:ASSIF lED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS • PERSONALS: 
54.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day pr ior  to 
publication day. 
• Service charge of S$.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's major 
professional theatre wil l  
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot"  on Wednesday May 
17 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" e 
long running hit In London 
and nn Rrnadway is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comedy 
in a Manty Python vein. 
Tickets are available in May 
at Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
f~rther Information call 635. 
7318. "Loot"  Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama 
Festival will take place In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
iudlcation. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May  3rd, 
.1978 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 4451 Grleg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Le Jardin-d'Enfance, the 
Terrace Fench Language 
Preschool is accepting 
registrat ion of preschool 
children ages 3.5 for Sep- 
tember classes. Visitors day 
at the school will be Monday 
May 15 1.2:30 for parents 
wishing to observe the school 
in session. Phone 635.7318 
for more information. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
l i fe and your chi ldren's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children,. 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
No charge provided news control yo=r angry feelings 
submitted within one month, toward them.?' ....... 
$5.00 production charge' fo r  P.I .C. 's goal ~ Is to  heip y0u 
weddlngand-or engagement become the loving con- 
pictures. News of weddings structive parent you really 
(write.ups) received on( want to be. 
month or more after event All inquires absolutely 
$10.00 charge, with or confidential. 
without picture. Subject to Phone Mary or John 635-4419" 
condensation. Payable in RAPE RELIEF 
advance. 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CLASSIFIED AN- CALL 635-7558 
NOUNCEMENTS: OR 
635-7728 
Births 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memurlai Notices 
PHONE 635-6357 
5.50 
5.50 INCHES AWAY CLUB 
5.50 Meet every Tuesday night at 
5.50 8 in the Skeena Health Unlt. 
For more information phone 
"635.3747.or 635-3023. 
Classified Advertlslng Dept. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
14th due to minor production 
setbacks. 
A l ternat ive Energy En. 
thuslasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectr ic,  
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
designing or experlmentlng 
with small-scale, renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
faci l i tate development o1 
such systems. Pictures and 
prolect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may11) 
A meeting will be held 
Wednesday, May 3., 1978 at 
8:00 p.m. at the Terf;ace 
Child Minding Centre. If you 
.are Interested in keeping the 
Chlld-Mindlng Centre Open, 
please attend. 
The Terrace Art Association 
is hold Ing a Picture.Loan on 
Wednesday May 3rd In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Paintings should be returned 
at 7:30 p.m. so they.'can be 
put on display for selection 
Everyone.  Welcome .... 
Thank you 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Weight Watche's meeting 
heldevery Tueaclay at 7 p.m. 
at  the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4~07 Laz~le Avenue. 
MIL. LS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For ~lckup Service phone 
635-5320'or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazel le Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m, and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3C 
.4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics- Mon. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 • to 4:00 p.m. 
• V. D. Clinic, 3:00 p.m. every 
Mon. & Thurs. 
Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospl'tal GEMINI EXCAVATING 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full LTD; (Wes Andrews) 
stock of Spring and Summer Backhoe Work 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays Hourly & Contract 
from 11:00 • 4:30 p,m. 635.347.9 anytime 
(A J12) 
DANCE REVUE '78 
the Vlcki Parlalnen Dancers, 
May 12th, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. THE HOBBY HUT 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty Ceramic  supplies & 
Wann 635.6373, Bey Evans.  Greenware~ air  brushing 
635.7068, Maxlne Cummlng • available • custom firing. 
638.8240, Adults $2.00, 3936 McNeil St, 
Children $1.00 635-9393 
t 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) :~  ~' 
ABLE'ELECTRIC LTD. 
E.lectrlCal and Refrlgeratlen 
contract. • 
• House wiring. 
635.5876 
(ctf) 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
Pulling Up Stakes 
In '51 we came to town! 
By bus.boat-train from 
Holland 
And here we drove the stakes 
deep down to claim our Piece 
of new land. 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain• 
floor at FRED'S FUR.  
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
With roots so deeply p!anted 
With f~'iends from nations of 
all makes, 
It's all  we ever wanted 
Our thanks to all who ~ade 
our stay 
In Terrace most enjoyable 
And from this place we love 
to say 
You'll al l  be unforgetable 
J. and G. Oord 
For Sale: Trusses ?? for 
sale 2x6.24' long $15.00 each 
638-1794 (c3-4) 
Deluxe 3 bedroom home, two 
fireplaces. One and three 
quarters bathrooms. Bright 
kitchen with eating area.' 
Finished basement sundeck, 
carport ,  fu l ly  landscaped 
with garden area. Quiet 
residential area. Plus many 
extra features. Phone 635- 
2589. (c5-4) 
3 bedroom cozy home for 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. 
phone 635.3802 $38,000 
Serious offers only please 
(c5-3) 
For Sale: "Air Ease" oll 
furnace 112,000 B.T.U. 7V= 
years old and Esso "Aqua 
Thermlc" water heater and  3,bedroom house with fruit 
oll thank. Offers. 632-7682 . trees, fenced yard and near 
evenings. (c5-3) town and schools, call 635- 
3748 after 5 (Ci.0-3) 
For Sale: a tent trailer, good 
condition, phone635-5247 (p3. 3 bedroom home with 
f inished basement, 2 5) 
bedrooms basement, family 
Terrace Thornhl l l  N.D.P. room den. Down payment 
C lub  Flea Market  and take over mortgage 10 
Garage sale, Sat. May 13, 10 ~- percent'interest. 4617 Hamer 
a.m..  3p.m. at the Thornhil l .  635-3791 (p5-3) 
Our~tay In Terrace had its Community Centre• Tables 
ups anddowns, lil~e mostly every $5 each, ,Admission 5Oc For Sale: Like new. 3 
adults• Sellers phone 635- bedroom home with 2 ad. 
one 3582 to reserve a table. (c8- d l t ional  bedrooms in 
Had served to Him tn life's 10) basement. 1283 sq. ft. utility 
own cups %__  room on main floor. 11/2 
But made the best one can• ForSale: 4x8box trailer. All baths, 1 acre lot with large 
steel. Heavy frameand axle' garden area; flat roofed 
Now comes the time to pull $200635.7394"after 6 p.m. (p3- storage shelter, quiet street 
those stakes S) at 5243 Soucie on the bench 
$65000 phone 635-4760 (c5-6) 
(pl-3) 
Purebred Irish Setters, 6 
weeks old phone 636.2391 636- 
2344 (c5.6) 
Red Malamute,  German 
Shephard cross pupples for 
sale -7 weeks old phone 638- 
1018• (P3.8) 
Quiet living - 3 bedroom well 
kept unfurnished manor, 2 
room fully carpeted addition 
with fireplace, woodshed, 
toolshed, private sundeck, 
util ity addition, situated on 
fully serviced lot, dead end 
street. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Call 635.9395 
for viewing. Immediate 
occupancy. (p3-5) 
Wanted full :trained watch 
Caretakers for small farm dog. 1 to 3 year old. No 
located Nass Valley . 57 pr'eferenceon breed• Phone 
miles from Terrace• Garden :~ 635.7216• (c10-4) 
"•spot• Farm animals.to, care .... , 
for. Prefer couple. Wages  
negotiable. Call 633-2247 (p5. 
6) 
1975 Honda 500 twin cyl. 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure 
P.A. .system..  Like new 
condition call after 5 635. 
5133. (p7-3) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1O00. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635-3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p2O-may9) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trai l  bike 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Must Sell: 1975 Honda CB 400 
Supersport 10,000 miles. 
Asking $1100 View at 4815 
Scott Ave. or phone 635-5773 
(p5-4) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Marl.Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
(c lmon. . l~y)  
Keystone Air Cool Outboard 
Engine 1.2 H.P., 18 Ibs. total 
weight.  Good work lng 
condition $100 phone 635-5338 
anytime (p3-3) 
For Sale: 13' Speed Boat. 
Rated 20 h.p. $250 phone 635- 
5833 (p4-5) 
For rent: Small cabin Hwy. 
16 East Usk, situable for 
working man. Propane 
For Sale: 1977 .XS650D' lights and cooking facilltlds 
Yamaha Motor  Cycle. 635.5704 (c3.3) 
Complete with wlndshleld, For  Rent: on Kalum Lake 
crash guards and back ,  Dr ive  1 bedroom house 
carrier. 1700 kilo. In ex. suitable for a single or a 
cellent condition. 635-2"16.2 couple. Phone 635-5775 or 
197~1 Yamaha i~nduro 125 635.5874 (p2.3) 
$500 phone 635.6986 after 5 
p.m. (p5.5) . 
OWNER MUST SELL! 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best handling mid Unfurnished 2 bedroom 
slzeblke's. AJso two helmets house for rent. Must be 
and motor cycle suit employed, no heavy 
(Belstaff)  •Plus complete dr inkers.  Requlre 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 references. No pets Phone 
mllesl l  Phone 635.3846 after 635.3684 7:30 p.m. (pl.3) 
5:30 or phone 635.6357 during 
day; Ask for Brad (stf) For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, 
unfurnished, frldge and 
stove. No pets phone 635.4394 
(ptf) 
Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition,set B78.13 tubeless 
belted tires, phone 635.5257 
days 035.6609 even. (p5-5) 
i 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847.3165 
(c12t,w,th~may4) 
'1320 sq. ft. Executive style 
home on large fenced land- 
soaped lot. Features Include 
ensulte, dishwasher, wall to 
wal l  Carpeting, 2 F.C 
f ireplaces, open beam 
construction, carport with 
storage, full basement with 
laundry and rec room, gas 
68 Ford F,~lcon, stereo amp 
65 watt, stereo or TV stand. 
Man and woman en. 
cyclopedias, 23' color TV 
phone 635.4561 (p5-5! heat and water ,  fenced 
gardenwl th  la rge  
For Sale: 130 H.P. Volvo greenhouse, patio on quiet 
motor on 270 Chrysler paved crescent with un. 
Mar ine leg. Excel lent derground services, close to 
condition. Gaugesan~kmany schools and shopping. Call 
extras Phone 635-4712 pr 638. 635.3966 to view. (p6. 
1051 (p3.3) 19,20,3,4,5,8) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town• As soon as possible 
phone 63~i5727' (cff)'.' 
W,~nted: Per~o*n"~'0 Share ~; :~ 
bedroom apt. with single 
working girl, in downtown 
Terrace phone 635-6516 ask 
for Patti 9.6 (p5-5) 
Wanted to Rent: a 3 bedroom 
house for a reliable family. 
Needed immediately phone 
635.7543 (p5.6) 
Wanted to Rent: 1 or 2 
bedroom house or cabin. 
Wanted immediately phone 
635-7216 Local 48 (p2.3) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft.  One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339.4736 (cS0-julyl) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, land~eped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone earl.y 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
Build your home among 
beautiful large cedars on lot 
150x210. Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
J 
Fer Sale: J 
.. 1969 General Trailer on I 
11/8 acres o1 land. Big I 
Garden space, fruit trees I 
and much more. Close to I 
town. I 
.. Phone 635-3025 after 4 I 
(p5-7) i| 
For Sale: 1974 Ford 3/4 ton 
• pickup, auto trans, radio, 
complete with 1974 
Vanguard 8' 6 Camper, with 
jacks, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
and toilet..Unit price $6,995. 
See it at Camperland, 5412 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
• Dealer Licence D00611A. (c5- 
5) 
1974 Datsun 260Z Custom 
paint, mags, Iouvres, op- 
tions. Serious inquiries only. 
Also for sale 1972 Triumph 
Spitfire, 27,000 miles• 
Custom paint. Excellent 
condition. $2300• Both cars 
can be seen at the Airport 
during days call Patti at 635- 
6516 (p5-5) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
: asking•S1,000 638.1483 (cff) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4 V8, 
auto loader 635.4294 (c5-4) 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new paint• Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer• (sift 
635.6357 
VW Van 1977 - 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after. 6 and 
weekends. (ctf) 
For Sale: 1977Chev 4x4. V8, 
auto, loaded 635.4294 (c5.6) 
Car of your dreams: $50, to 
the person who needs a 
vehicle that runs• 1966 
Comet, VS, call' 632.5786 or 
635-6357, ask for Scott (stf) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
station wagon. Like new, 
low mileage. Best offer 635- 
4619 (c4-5) 
For Sate: 1971 Maver ick . ,  
Grabber 302 - V8 auto, good 
running condition phone 635- 
4562 (p5-7) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635.4380 (c10.12) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser ":~ 
with wide tires plus set spare ii ~ 
tires with rims• View at 5135 .,% 
McConnell 630-1517 or 635. 
4380 (c10.12) 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
This is your notice that the undersigned carrier has 
made application to increase all rates and-or charges 
by 8.7 percent, applicable between points situated 
within the Province, of British Columbia that are 
named in Canadian Freightways Limited freight tariff 
CFL No. 2 Subject to consent of the Motor Carrier 
Commission, the proposed changes will become ef- 
fective July !, 1978. 
.Copies of the proposed changes may be examine~l.at 
the office of the'undersignec/and af our Termilla'ls at 
Burns Lake, Chetwynd, Dawson Creek, Fort Nelson, 
Fort St. John, Prince George, Prince Rupert, 
Smithers, Terrace and. Vancouver, B.C. 
Up to May 20, 1978 any representation respecting 
proposed changes may be made to the 
• Superintendent of Motor Carriers 
• Department of Transport and Communications 
.Motor Carrier Branch 
• McLaren Centre 
.4240 Manor Street 
• Burnaby, B.C. VSG 3X5 
CANADIAN FREIGHTWAYS LIMITED 
Post Office Box !108, Station "T" 
CALGARY, Alberta T2H 2JI 
'1"I 6~ 
•1 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
.Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3.76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
J d;# 
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• For Sale: 1973 Cbev ~ ton, 
PS; PB~ 350 englne, phone 
635-9518 (c5-5) 
i ',,,'+,',+'.runHo.,w,,+oo+,.,.. • • ning condition. Asking $500 Manger fo r  Community ~.:~:: . ~,,~ phone 63.5-4242 (p3.5) newspaper. Fully ex . . . .  perlenced person with 
woven track record. Op- ~ i 
portunlty to buy Into one of 
Canada's fastest growing ) 
newspapers in attredlve, ~ .~ 
wogresslve community In 
the Lower Mainland. 'Good 
starting, salary with ~ sub. 
stantial commission. , • 
Permanent'positlen, open to : ' .~  i 
a man or • woman, Is to start . : 
June l~th. Write Box 116, l~f l  g L 
care of 808, 207 West Hastlnts ~,~ 
• St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B ~ 
1H7. (cff). 
. . . .  I 
~=(~R SALE: 12x46 two PERSONAL: Dlscorning 
bedroom mobile home. Adults. Shop discreetly by 
LocMOd on fully ~trvlced lot mail. Send $1.00 for our 
In Thornhlll. Asking $13500. latest ful ly Illustrated The picturesque chapel of panaghla Viachernon in Corfu. Lafkeda lace. 
Financing available, catelogue of marital aids for Enohanting Isles of the Ionian Sea ContoCt Gerry Warren at both ladles and gentlemen. The 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. ' Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, • ~:  
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. FORSALE: 12'x68'Frontler (eft) The sovon islands of the simple and crowd-free and Fatron soint of the island. At Odyssoushadthe~ifis~ivon 
mobile home with 2 large Ionian Sea have much in can bo.anniJY cz'o~ed from the rugged north~'n'tip of to him by the Phoeaktan$. 
addltleas. Built in fireplace, REAL ESTATE: . Yukenl' common, but each has a one ond to the etha" on foet. the idand lies the Blue Cave, The countryside of Ithaca 
raised living room. Will Investment properties, all distinctive charm and Ontidsth~'L~!nd; 101m~' in a Mediterranesn has a wild primitive beauty 
move and set up In Terrace types of businesses'; character Of its own. Due to length, yon can ~ ,choose idzeaomeann. The sun's Of its own, umpoilad as ¢ 
area. 635-4692 (Of-f) acreages, homes: Yuken's tiR4r eomFarative bolatloo your own Slz'Ip of sandy rayo, f ~  on the mzr~aos of with quaint  villages 
most experienced licensed fro.~mnschother, imposedby beach and enjoy a swim in the water create in- Staves, Kalamos and 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom realtors. John Dumas or Mal the l imited inter-island peaceful solitude in its comparebleshadin~ofblue Marmarespili& 1%elatter, 
trallor with frldge, stove, S teh l in ,  Investment  ~xal~pelqatian of the Fast, beanflfull impidwaten. For' andsilver, tbo ,,Grotto of the Nymphs" 
dishwasher, washer &dryer, Research,. 6i01 - 6th Ave., each islam has developed those who prefer shade, Cq)halionia, the _largest of is the island's main torn'be 
has • 10X25 addition (pl.5.11) Whitehorse Y.T. Y1A 1M7. semewlzat diffez'ontiy and dan~e olive IP'oves dot the the Ionian islands, i);l~esses attraction. 
Move Nowt each into reantod differently island. ,a dease network of roads Lefkas, the Ionian island nearest to the . Greek 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer tosucosedingoecuFatiossby Marine excursions are which permitthe visitor to 
wlth2bedrooms. Phone635- MOBILE . HOMES 1972 the Vonetians, the French always an adventure in plan a variety of trips, mainland, has such a lacy 
769/eflor 4 (c20.mayl0) Leader Mobile Home for and the EnSlish. Today, with Paxoi, and me should not Among the island's many coastline and is ma-romdad 
sale. 12X68. Three great ly improved tran- miss obaa'vil~ the seals attractious are Myeeaean by many tiny isisnds that tbe 
1975 Leader moblle home, 3 bedrooms, $12,500. CSA .sportation facilities, it is resting in the blg m azve at tombs, bearing witness to visw from any one polnt is 
bedrooms. Will. sell fur- approved; many extras, eaJ~ for anyone to visit all yFapanti'er tim escelle~t the islands ancient marvetions in its divorMt~. 
nlshed or unfurnlshed phone Must be moved. Phone 112. the islands and enjoy the mineral sWinga at Ox la . .  eivilisatian, Byzantine icons Immense olive groves 
635.2660 (p5-6) 53¢8960 or write 21298.36th individual surprise each Just to the south lios me and fabulous mosaics, stretch in all directions and 
Ave., Langley, B.C. V3A 4P5. bland offere, peaceful isisncl of AnUpaxo[, ' Medieval castles set in a bold placid crystal - blue wate~ 
Corlu, known as the "the far removed from the rush and colorful'landseape of flow round these islands; 
.FINANCIAL CARS FOR .SALE: Mini rod,anted isle" beosuse o f  and frenzy of 20th eaninr~ me,retain and pine groves One can explore the main : 
Brute 1950 altered Austin, its lush green beauty and i~ riving; an idyIlie and um add to the islands pic- town itself, Leucada, or the 
assoctatlon with Homer s high tension 128 m.p.h. 305 pretonttoueplaeetoawint, to turemlue charm. Cro .wning~ surrounding vil lages of ~l~mO,h~ll~ofed it .as i~tacalque.dezplorethe Cephallonias hig,em P~d~l, the Mills.of Gyre, : 
HELP WANTED: Earn frontChev 600Fordh.P.4 flbreglaSspeed f~x).tllt the surromcli~ e~zs, or Just to mountain ie "Aenos", a Kalamttsl and I~ .  A 
$200.08 monthly part.time; with trailer, phone 112.334. Phoeeicisns), is one Of the soak Of the stm. forest of a un[que, spocles of short boat cruise acress the 
.$1,008 full time. Easy to 4333, Courtenay, B.C. mint ~ holiday semis . Zaky~r~he ipruen and flr tree which grows nowhe~e bay dotted wlth small g l~  
in the Mediterranean today, lovely island paradise d else. islets allows thevisttor to get : 
succeed with our training . . . . . . . . . . .  Some of the vil lages, a gl impse of the late 
Iler Brush Cam L ESTATE For Sale in An nsc~ti~, ~osmol~ltan poetry, al~.O ..s~.. m us,., Wr,e Fu - REA : - -  UOS anownoyl tsveuet l~nsme-  F~u-do  for ehe, are ar- _Shipoyn. er Ona. _n~'e~et.d 
puny, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 Grand Forks-14.9 acres, two island where oppertuni . ,, , 
West Hastings St., Van.. mlels from town, five miles LangVlew of terra -Thee  ~ countless.spots. ~ beantyln for a gay social life abotmd, . Fl.ow~oftho_..L~_.ant"; If, it.. chitectural ly interesting s~orplos, lyre8 ee]eweueu : 
couver, B.C. V6E 1HT, or from U.S. border; irrigated; Cor~u where you can m~oy me enca.Utlng zanoseape am Carfu has a long tradition of L? snue_on t rue  l~"'d~a~)~ with a era'lotto blend of an- and idyl l ic opposite the 
Mr T Diamond, R.R. 3, beautiful view. Bargln et dzear beauty d nature, mtmtng to toot le .  The .cn_eracxer ~ ,._-~-2,,,~_~ - (:teat, modern and medieval vi~_ge of N~.drL . . . . . . . . .  
Kamlc~ps, B.C. V2C 5KI." ,2,000. For  more In- ]LIlt I I , .  , H, , - island is dotted .with char- ~ue~c~_,Z~o m~oL"~'- bnildinee. Sltee of interest ,~3mu~., .e,~. wm~m, ,  . fe ts are numerous, e~ ttanosus tttma m m .muu • __r touris 
(df) . formation phone Castle gar - ' .. ~v i l i sges , .neat  couages, ~_.~"~" , , , ' ;~ , . . ,~ ,~,~ and the bottomless lake at that the 8.reat ene~nz . • 
,,~ ,,= ~ • a m-nfusi oz nowors, ana ixwtu~uw,~-,~.- -a . - - r - - . ,  Avythos should not be poetess ~apFao tea to net" .. . - -w , , , -~ .  ~ , . - -  r - - - - - - -on - - -  . .z . . . . .  - - .~  .v~/ , l~ ,  d'nnn.,  
/ ~ " -.. ~ • the stately houses.m past ~Y~-'-a-~2 "~"~'~=L'-Ofolk - nflssod, nor  should death .after  Phaor had : 
FOR' SALE: Carlbco Creek ~ ~ - :  " ~  . .  " i ~ 'eras. . • _nt~,~ _e~u~u,..L. -~ ,,'~'muslc "Drougarat i " ,  a cave s _p~,'non ~ toys. _ . . . . . .  
. . . . .  ~ ~ ins ired malt w*m a u~v ,i,, . . . .  Estates at Burton, B.C. on ~ ~ ' ~  . .  : . Coffu has P - Y . . . .  ,- ,,,,,,., of posseesing astonishia~ly "rnore arema~Y .exqmm. w . 
• . • l z twr~l lC  e ~.it~ . uuawt  w.~,  the Arrow Lakes. Lovely • , ~ l~ ._T t . . l [d .& , ,L , , ,  vrdtm,  b~ud i~ - - , - . - ,~ . - - . -Kz -h , , , , .w ide  ixmut~ul stalagmites and souven~, to b e ~ . ~  
. . . . . . . . .  acre H Miller, mla *-~..~'p~W.o"w"~ " -  treed lots from 4-10th • [~ ~[ U '~]~L~J~[  ~ onry . . 
Looking for a good used Good fishing and beating. ~ ( ~ )  ~ .William Shakes ponr~, who. ~r~,~fad~., ~ea ,s~o,,,I ~ morveliomaeomtios, this enenanunB me, anazc~. The fabled Homeric island well worth hunting for one es . 
camper? Come ,n ana see Prlces $6,008 and up selklrk ~ ~  Z\ . '  " made l t  the setting tel m ~u...u=. tm~ _v~ .__~aw-2-~ a Odyosona, .Ithaca is an .the.fain.gas Le~._ d~ inCaSe;..:,: 
o~t, 1975 11' Semi . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ,m. . -~ , , ,  ' ~he l~ . ln~ ' W rote square~ nameu mum 
. . . . . .  ed Fun Time" Keally Lld., UOX 4u, r,a~usp, ~ -,~p~mo,ne~,-,--,,~ . . -" . . . . .  " " '="V ' "  • soloved"~ --= Dim~dosSo]omas, ~ .a .  is]andin twoFarts joined my-.. 0ro!~ertes _or nanu~,~e~ ~./, 
. . , ,oon,.,n ° '+  sn¢.a l ca~r~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tt has . . . . . . . . . . .  a large ~ B ' C ' V 0  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. " " . . . .  Cerfu, that she bu"t. a the Greek National Anthemf a/mrrow neck of ]and on ly  tra cllUmal -~oa  t~...,~, .; 
refrldgerator, furnace~ 4 HELP  WANTED:  Relse ~ N  bcau~ul  summer  i~lare,..andtha..flmtm L°~_  Al~ttt ~ 600 .metres wide. Deep_  The s_evon.~an..~ es me 
burner stove with oven, and earthwormst Growers Ld[il[~M41,q, i i~qzM~l  W~ t~r~mw~ 0 the  Achilleion, now.  a mc~na~.o~., s., mm~e~,,,~,,,,,,, violet-indent theblUeisland'sC°Ves andeoastline,inlets travellerI°nian ~ otters., uniqueme w ary.~ 
lacks. Steeps eight. Come ~eded Buy-back contract ~ - ~  • ~mu,,eumbydayandaosemo .~ '~.~,v~'~'2"~'~ '~ '~,~ whi le the landscape, is permnce ' ruled w . 
IntoCamporland and see this provides yearound market. .  . by zdBht, castle, whose weathered 
unit. ' 5,112 Hwy. 16 W, Hiahorofitpotentlal. Fullor ,, III II I Pazoi, a lesser-known 
Terroce. Dealer Licenco pa~t.t'lme. Write Bait Barn " 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota 
Landcrulser. Excellent 
• condition 250 Chev engine 
grid hans. 5, 11.15 tires with 
white spoke hubsT~1008 635. 
7394 after 6 p.m. (I)3.5) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heMers $800 phone 635.5102 
after 6 and weekends. (ctf) 
walls once enclosed the silvery olive 8roves. 
bsland far to the. south, is med ica l  .town, long .Idnce Vathl, the island's capital, landscapes,  quaint local 
Number 000611A. (c5-5) Wocm Farms, 253 Harbour anaanonea, is an.attractive little town, customs,  areheo log ica l  
,, 0++ ++ .o+ ++v+ .c Br i t i sh  " " e.+., Discover pointferanexcurei°nt°the Plckup with 11' O.K. Cam- (2.4) ' for 811¢Itl~IonClllllma~ma'lm= Intores .ll~rzantlue horbeur town of Amlrl, or . . . . . .  
per.. Llke new, tape decks, , . t~  ..LI~_ - . . . . . . . . .  , ,_k . _  to the Mar'Die ~t  wa l t~ to be d~'ed  
radlm, queen size bed, ,11 FOR SALE: Bargain Doors. FEATURE'FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA mmemn, a.ormT, . . . -me. .  ~.u - . -v  . . . . . . . . . .  a ..;,,.~1 other usual appliances. Front- U*.®, sock - $19.08; A TRAVEL ,, church of ST. Dionyoios, . Cave, Whore It us ease mac ,,,,- ~-,,,,-;.,-" 
$8,500 phune 635-2826 after 6 Pre-hung Interior - $M.90, 
p.m. (c5-4} Exterior.,2.00. Bundieof POINT - deors - ,  ,or LADY WITH A OF VIEW 
S' split level Capll.~no $60.00. Walker Supplles, 1366 
camper. 2way fridge and seuth West Marine Drive, by Shirley Guth. " B E D  TREES stove, with bathroom and Vancouver, B.C. phone112- A certain Vancouver Island W E  N 
furlusce. Sleeps 6 phone 635- 266.7211. lady has quite a reputation. 
2667 or view at 4640 Walsh People are talking-about her 
(IM-3) ~__ JOB OPPORTUNITIES: awe-inspiring endowments.and 
Career Opportunity. We her unconvendbnal ways. 
require a Village Ad- But this lady doesn'tmind. 
mlnlstrator. Our Village Is lnfact, overacupofsteaming 
small but growing so this is a 
key position. For details tea, she'll obligingly reveal her 
Will do rototllllng with 54" write MAyor John Allen, Box many charms. 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 28, Harrison Hot Springs, She's a natural beauty called 
depth. Front bucket for B.C.VOMIKO. PointNoPoint,4Oacresoftrails, coves and .beaches, the Pacific 
moving.spreading soil- REAL ESTATE: Op- surf at her feet, a handful of 
gravel. Prefer, Thornhlll portunity of a Lifetlmel secluded cottages and a cozy areo'phone635"3478(p10"6) F°urunltM°tel'Tr°ilerParkteah°useathercr°wn" ~ 
Bokkers Modular Structures etc. 7'/2 acres, 400 ft. lake Ascenie04kilometreswestof 
frontage on highway 16, 2 Victoria, her teas are, a favorite 
for sale. Reasonably priced miles west of Smithers, B.C. with Sunday drivers who come 
° Pro.tab greenhouses and L ~ ~ multi use utility sheds, pho e Ideal for potential overnlte as much for the picturesque sea- campers. Offers to $120,080. coast drive as for the homemade View from Point No Polar Teahouse. " 
• '638-1768 evenings or view at For further Information cakesandjam-and spectacular "We leave our guests alone," Old admiralty charts reveal 
3961 gobble. (p10.6) write Box 2744, Smlthers, ,iew-served up at' picture win- she says. "And we've had people tMatshe'wasdubbed"nopoin*" - -  TERRAOE 
PRI I~E RUPERT B.C. V0J 2N0 or phone 112- daws overlooking the Pacific. come back 20 tifiles over the because her promontory, origin. 
Telephone answering ser, 847-2110. (2.4) breakers far below, years because they cherish the ally called "Glacier Point" .by 
After a tea guaranteed to quiet and peece." -Captain .Vancouver, doesn't jut 
vice Ref. available from estsb, firms. Business hrs. REAL ESTATE: For Sale: spoil your supper, guests can So cottages boast fireplaces, out enough to qualify as a 
Mun..Frl., 8:30 - 4:30 p.m. 30,080 sq. ft. Commercial stroll through one of the leafy ' but no telephones; ocean views, "point". . ~ " 
Property In downtown .corridors that descend from but no televisions. But in all other respects, 
Call The Switchboard, 624. Whltehorse. Terms for sale: bluff.top to beach, a beach- .After exploring the forest guests agree, she measures up. I I~ .  AREA 
6120 (p5.6) 10 percent  with offer, comber's paradise of shells and trails and half mile of private Twenty-five years oldlthis l ~ J f ~ j  
Will do roto-tllling phone 635. ' balance 60 days. Apply in' unusual driftwood, or some- beach, guests can raid the tea- Spring, she's npt gettiitg older, 
writing to Canadian Legion, times, in a snag of seaweed, house's well-stocked library or just better. " )  
6782 (p1-3) 2146 2nd Ave., Whltehorse, .Japanese glass fish floats, chat in front of the lounge fire- Her roomy cottages, all mud- 
The lazy can linger over a place. . .... erately priced, have modern kit- 
Yukon. tidal pool's miniature aquatic "Once you learn how to shift chens and balconies or patios; 
REAL ESTATE: '320 acre world, while the more ambitious into'16Wguest, you can nave°ear'" ex,',lainSgOne herrn~lmaP~ISn,t d~'~ edmwoi~h, b u t d a i l y  teas are reputed to  THORNHILL farm, mode~'n 1800 sq. ft. hike off in search of several " ~' " ~ a rest ' feature seme of the lsland's best 
home, power, well, barn, nearby petroglyphs. . . timejustsittipgoharockwatch-  t ter 
5yearold registered Quarter* outbuildings, fenced. 6miles "There's always plenty to do ing for seals or a pod of killer """Guests h~ve included.' n~ovie ~ 
star Vanessa Redgrave, former . , 
andEngllsh shown Terrace Box 783, Vanderhoof, B.C. ham "even though we have no' By any'other name, Point No B.C. premier W.A.C. Bennett, go feed Or and Prince Rupe.rt. Ideal for . 567.4109. ~ organized entextalnment," Point's view would be as irnpres- authorsand artists eeking seelu- |
children or adults. Asking ' ' . In a day of packaged resort sire, but her surveyor's title ira. stun and the dramatic beauty of 
$1,080 phone 635.2826 after6 I 1802 Wasldngton, D,C,, amusements, Point No Point's parts a haunting note befitting the rugged coast. ~ and 
p,m. (~'S) ~: ' ' was lncorp0rafed. • calling card is a no.frills privacy, her mists and moods. Point' Openis aYeartruear°und'he~auty w oP°inlooksN° ~ ~ k' 
Goats:2mllk, Smeat, price 1833-  The Mormons good wearing any kin'd of ~ [ River  Dr  
t910 for all must sell welt ' adopted the name,. .weather: she's intrlguing:,in a ~ i 
cared for see Halls 3 mllep Church  of Jesus Christ of winter fog, dazzling in dappled ~ i  " 
• west Klfwanga on 'Nor-Latter -day Saint,. sunshine. :" 
18.  - -" :  Golda Melt, Eve. a .o~., . ,+ , :+  area  
thshore, Rd. No Saturday; former Israel i  ,prime when the breakers smash in and 
(ps.3) minister, was born, the seafoam flies all the way ..... - .... 
' across the Sooke Road, finds tea FHOH| . . . . . . . . .  Queonsway area 
L 
lbTi - -A  bronze statue going on as usual, boots warm- l 
by Edgar Degas, I4t. 1970 -- A' Kent State I,g before the firel~ace. 
PeUte ,Dauseuse de University anU-war riot Seemsthat, when it comes to 6 3 5  6 3 6 1  
quatorze Ans, was resulted in the death of 'easing away city cares and DALLY HERALD auct/oned for : 8 worts four students and critical jangled nerves, this lady do- m 
pflee record for sculpture wounding of three others Te,,mPointNoPoim. ' , ~ serves her reputation. 
of $380#00 at New York, by National Guardsmen, ' '~ 
i: 
i i  / 
/ 
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$ to  be  made 
w[ .EE. .... .... .... an  ........... 
IN THESE AREAS: 
Oaledonia Ddvo Po51o Greseentivow Hwy, 16 W, - 4700.4900 ' 
Lavollo Sunset Mountainvie. KoiI5.6000-6300 PRIZES t b 
Lamb11 Akroyd. Welsh - 4400 Clark. 2600-2700 0 O 
Oramor Archer Old Lakolso Graham - 4600 " 
EVer~'eon Doll sando Kaiu-tn---2|00-3000 , . . . .  , 
• WON ~o Foonoy Hopplo Toynboo "Koith - 4400-4700 " ....."i.. - •: Koefor UNto Valloyviow, Eby -2400,2900 ' ~i": i" J 
Kerr  Mars h Usk i)odarvalo ' " 
PH ONE .,,,,,., 
? 635 6357. I.,__i__-_-_---! • 
G .= , ~ I MAIL TO ........ ,~]_ : _~ i~ ~ 
~. ' .h  ill m-~ i i TERRACEIK IT IMA'  I~ 
hl,,i,L,,,..,,,', i V li fttmainl ~ ~ I DALLY HERALD~ i ~ 
.~' - - -  ° "~~'" ' " ' " ' "  .... : ~ ~ .I BOX 399"  ~.; ~i~!!~ ~ .~ I ':~ 
I 
, ., o 
. ,  t * * , r 
I I I  
: Oro++word By Eug  
:" ACRO~ 48The - -  of 3 "You'll get IS Male ferret 
61 Legal action March pie in 26 Ancient 
~ l l ~ a ~ The cnsmns the - . . . "  
ll ~ ~ track 48 Field of 
• g Used.to • 
: dean wool 
~q.e~ts  
Ot~md 
measure 
i / I n t~-  
17 Rivulet , 
IS Long peded 
ISGnome 
|I  Hebrew 
, leader 
Vagrant. 
• U"Madam,  
.' I 'm--" 
Declare one 
• ~ a saint 
~ Zodiac sign 
F_d/ble 
: mushroom 
~Put on 
#Ready 
Ward off 
• ~ Posaeeses 
17 Citrus fruits 
18--0f f  
"(complete 
: quldr~) 
41Mm'sh 
l~ lBE  
i P ]P lm 
25 
3o 
Greek coin 
4 ~ g ~  l Sl Complain 
~ow hi~ly constantly 
49 Weight of S" -  with 22 Jewish 
~ d  ! a l faint month 
50Tart praise..." ~ Rich fabric 
S1 'T '  -- the 6 Swiss 24 Escapees 
sparrow canton from hounds 
53 Range of 7 Summoned 26 Shuck 
vision by waving 27 The same I " 
53 Ending fo r  8 Kind of (L.) 
six or copy 26 One of five 
seven 9 Medley regions 
DOWN 10 Philosopher 26 Concludes 
1 Auto John Stuart 31Gullets 
Tree 11 Unadorned 34 Balanced 
Avg. solution time: 23 mla. 35 Least 
~ OM~MI51FILIYIA LIAISI coarse 
A IH IR IO IE IT  ~ M El 37 Bulgarian 
IB IO]L IE IU IT IA10[DIE  IR I money 
I S I O I M ~  38 Fastens, 
39 Ancient 
A D O 3lNl,~ [-IEIRI Greek 
IDIOIMIEISiTII IC IS IK I I  ]NI buildings l 
L IA I~E INr r l  i I 1 48sorter 
IDIEICII [DIEBR[OOT E D Jacob 
IEIMI~ IT IA IR IA IR IO ID IE I  41Snow field 
~l l  IT IE151EIT IE IR IA IL I  
[I IR IE IS IE IT IE IDtO IM~ ~ Born 45 Fbh eggs 
4"27 46 Won 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 47 Sea eagle 
6 7 19 !,o ,, 
N NNN 
~6 2,'- '28  29 
|ll QI I I  
a l lll 
®i 
l++l I I +1" ,p'l I I @ , 
CR~I~OQU~ 4-27 
'VYOQZK OPZTAO VUA WXYJQC 
FQZ KUFXRA WYXJ '0  PUOCTR 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip-DANGLING PARTICIPLE DIS- 
PLEASF~ EFFICIENT GRAMMARIAN. 
~i'~ 1978 K ing  Features  Synd icate .  Inc" 
: Today's Cry.utoqulp clue: T eqnab L 
'roe Cryptoqulp isa simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
~Hll equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
rowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
THE HERALD, Wr-' • 
Your lndividualHoroscope,,+,,..,+ FORLEA6UEsYOUIliOWE,$PRI] ................. 
FrancO tree... ' .. ....................... + ............................................ 
Yea THUmVAY, ~iAV tt, t~Ts 
What kind; of, day l~win SCORPIO ~ 3XI~'_ B.C. 
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) r~-  r "N  
the stars ey, read the forecast Go after the big gains but do | :~ P~._~_.~ A L~AN ~ 7~R~E ~LLA~ 
eiv~n for your birth Sign. not expect to have things your I kND FIFT~-T~/o ~_.I~V~. 
t-" r., 2! to Apr. 20) e ~ r ~ ~ a  "~ way all along the line. Be ~ ~  ~ l l  ~ 
prepered for some opposition ~/ /~_~ ~-  ~ 
uurb an inclination toact or and you can meet it more 
make decisions too quickly. In easily. 
holdingdisonssions, don't ry to SAGITrABIUS .~ _~. 
force Issues 0r you could .( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) x" ~-'~'~" "~"r~ ~,  '+ ~ ~ ~. , , ~ ' - ~  ~.  
• overshoot a safe mark. ' IA tabulation f "musts" may 
TAURUS ' I` 
, , ,  
that should be pepped up to  ; l ". " ~ + 
Planetary restrictions lift shoyv your abilities to better ..... • . . . .  ' ~ ' 
now so you will find advantage. , , , . . , ,~ .~,  4.~ 
achievement considerably 
easier. Not only should routine 
matters go well, but you may 
even have an opportunity o
cash in on an avocational skill. 
GEMINI 
June 21) f f '~ f "  (May 22 to 
Great activity indicated in 
your area-- which should prove 
highly stimulating. Especially 
"CAPRICORN ~t~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Not much planetary help 
here. How the day turns out will 
be largely up to yourself. Use 
your wits to project he ef- 
fective and eliminate the 
mediocre. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ 
favored: written matters, Look well into proposed 
aviation i terests, travel plal~. ,suggestions or you may find 
CANCER ', . f f i  ~ t  , '  yourself involved whore you 
(June 22 to July23)q~q~ "' least desire it. Some definite 
Though many means to ad- "no" answers will be required. 
vancement exist," you could PISCF~ ' ~ ~ 
throw a wrench into the (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~<~.  
msohlncry ffyour attitudes a~e "Avold tendencies toward 
suspicious, your approaches • restlessness and unruliness. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)~+{~/~ • can :thus be averted. Shun es- 
Things hould be f~urly stahle ~remea. ~ • 
In both your b~ens  and. 
p~rsonallifenow.lncentlvea~ YOU BORN TODAY are 
ambition, teamed up, should endowed with great v~rastflity 
help to bring ultimate 05:" "  especially along creative 
jectivesmoreclearlyintofocua, lines; are independent ann 
V ~ " I ~ [ t ~ extremely self-reliant. Inuaing 
(Aug, 24 to'sept. 22) "Y "~. your many talmte, you always 
Certain changes are in order, express yourself originally - -  
others are NOT. Don't go often brilliantly. Painting, 
"against the grain" neediessly writing and musical eom- 
or penetrate too deeply into peeitinn are your greatest fortes 
unknown seas before you have but, as a lov~ of the outdoors 
the know-how and the facts, and all living creatures, you 
LIBRA ~ could also succeed as a bo~=,  
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 22)~£ . l .horticulturist, landscape 
Introduce a new note -- ' gardener or  veterinarian. 
perhaps a new approach/~ to Traits to qurb: obstinacy and 
give more ~spark to. day's laekofconee~tcation. Birthdate 
doings.' Output will substan-" of: .Irving Berlin, composer; 
tlatiy improve . . . .  /:'.i "" Snl~ador Dall, artist. ' 
DEAR ABBY: Recently ou said in your column that 
you don't recommend withholding sex from a mate, so of 
course, my husband waved the paper in my face. 
Abby, we have six children. We would have had 10, but 
two were etillhorn, and I had two miscarriages. Each 
pregaancy was very hard.onme, yet my husband refuses 
to  Use any kindler birth conizbl, and he won'~ let me use 
anything• But that doesn't etop him:/rein wanting sex. 
After mylast pregaancy/I wanted ~ much to h.ave my 
tubes fled, but my husband" Wouldn'~ let me "do that" to 
myself, 
I~n only 81 and he's 33. Can you hunsine how many 
more kids I ~ould have? I'm so worn out with these six 
kids, and I honestly don't want any more, so I finally told 
my husband that from now on he can just stay away from 
me. Now he's mean and surly, but I don't care. What else 
can I do? " TIRED 
DEAR TIRED: Ask your doctor or clergyman to try to 
talk some sense into your husband's head. In view el your 
medical history, some ]dnd of birth mntrol (or sterilization 
for you--or him) should be cemidered. Youare beth too 
young to deny youroolvea sex until menopause makes 
reproductlea impossible., ". "; ./. 
DEAR ABBYi Re thbwbma~ whose husband gave her 
the silent reatment; Here's what I did when my husband 
pulled that on me. • ' • ~ ' 
I stood it for one week, then I de~ided that ff he wouldn'~ 
.i 
r 
l; [  ;By Abigail Van Buren 
.@ l~ fS  Oy Ch JcaOo Tflt~ne.N.Y. News eynd. In~. 
l~l~.&D &nnv.  r am n ~1 war~ld female colle~ senior talk to me, I would get on the phone'and talk to someone 
- - ' * " " :  ~"""  "-"" - ~"~'-~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  for my fr ien~ who would. I didn't bother With local calls; instead, ITneweeKozsraaunuon,.anlgwmSupar~y u y • " " in T ma . .a  =..,....~^.. | . . . . . . . .  t=, knm= I I  ]|~n ~t hnm~ i T ~m telephoned friends and relatives exas,, Oklsho , 
. . . . . . . . . . .  r ~- a, -ut  80 - -asts  at  Arkansas und Indiana. And I didn t watch the clock etthe , 
i~.;U~. ~.~ve ~ns~ p,en~y o , .e  co oo .~,  some of my conversations lasted an hour. I caught up w i th  
"~; ' J '~"~ "A~'~'~'- J - - -  -n -  tectful lv toll her - - -enta  all the news and had a ball I never once hinted that  my 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J -!1 i t  or have the phone disconneetod, because the telephone my guests will De mmoz~ea zTmy parent, nun~ ==uu,u -,, . .. , =, . . . . . . . .  _ *..~:: m~..t. .... was 111 the name o~ ms company. 
~'"==~' "==== ~""  PARTY GIRL" I told him why I had made all those callA, and that was 
the ]ast time he gave me the silent treatment, 
DEAKPARTY GIRL: H there is a "tactful"  way to toll FOUND AlCUP~ IN ALBANY, OR]~. 
~m~'e parents to get lost in their own home (and after . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  w what it DEAR FOUND: l.wouldn't recbmmend that "cure" for 
mortal me m mr a party m eu yeuh • aon ¢ tmo ... .  ,.....o urn,= *h,,, =11=.,,= m,dd t ,  brnk,,n in some 
. . .~  . . . . . . .  .__, . , _L . . t . _ J .  w i th  -onr  ~--~7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ise. nl ~ OI your  gUes~ sum , . , - ,mt~u _ 7 k ._ .o  ' l ~ , . . " + " " " 
' lm Of course ff our . . . . . . .  imfimta =mand, that s their preb e . , Y . . . . . .  
i ~anta  rend rids' youll have n° pr°blem" (And p°saibly n° DEAR ABBY: A gay at school likes me, but I don't like 
patty.) . him, There's nothing wrong with h)]m--he's' just not my 
, type. He calls me for dates months ahead, knowing I
.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  couldn't possibly have a date for that night. What should I 
~=~Att ,~uz :  t am aesporats. ~er  xo years o~ a very toi l  him? ' ' ' • • • ~ • ~, .. • 
stormy off a Sea, on agem marriage, my husband has ..!.. ./--~ ~. .  an. ^ .~  ,~ o. o+~.+~.~ . . . . . . . .  t.^. : ' If I say I m busy on Friday night, he asks me for the next 
• ~.~.~.~a,. ^, . ~0+:.'~ - ~.,+ v +^~a t.;.. ~.0+ k:. Friday night, and the next, and .the next, and'so n, 
;.,,, ;. .,=..=o y? . .  ,-.~=~=~ e,=%%.~, . w,,..=== ~..~ ,.o Ihatotohurthlafeelings, but l hato goin~ out with him 
lov&~mmng me noching ior me--t nan only oeen putcmg on o,,o, ,,~,= Pl,~n~ h~ln m- 
an ekt. It wasn't even the truth• Knowing how proud he is . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  "=" - '  SOFTHEARTED 
of his mneculinity, I said it because I knew it wouldhurt 
,, M~y 3, 1978, PA,JI" ,- 
A 
by Johnny hart 
J 
him; I never realized it would hurt'him so much that it 
we/rid destroy all hie feeling for me• He hasn't'kissed me or 
tou~ed me since that terrible argument, and now he says 
he Wants a divorce. 
Abby, I~1 do anything in the world to get my husband 
bevY• I don't want a divorce. Please, plsa~e tell me what to 
de.i ~, 
RAZOR SHARP-TONOUE 
D~R_  TONGUE: ..Unless you can convince your 
hudmad tl~t you spo~ke in anger and didu't mean what, you 
=add~ there m~ty be no wa~, you can get your husband beck. 
Tki=!may not help you much, but It may serve to let others 
kno~ ,t]~t one seldom regrets unspoken words, 
~,! . . . .  , 
:D~'AR ABBY: Do youth~k a grandpareht should ever 
~ r a grandchild? What is a gr.an.dparen~ ~.do when 
8raiidchildren,agee 8 and 5,rare visiting ann oom wanc'm 
sit on the same chair? Or both want o play with the same 
toy~i:.The bider one appears to take advantage of the 
yomiger one. I have tried to teach them to share and be 
kin~Vm each e.ther,~but itdoesn't seemto mean anything to 
DEAR SOFT: Do him a favor ud ted him that you like 
, 64 9~ him as a friend, so if he s lsoldng for a girlfriend, you 
don't qualify. It's not as uuldnd as it sounds. At least 
you're turning hhn lsoee to ask someone who might be 
more his type. " 
DEAI~ ABBY: Please toll Lance R. in Belvedere, S.C., 
whoso father bet him that there were no professional 
basketball p ayers under 6 feet tall, that' his father owes 
him ~$20. * 
Accordin~ to the National Ba~ketbell Association, there 
are five active professionals under 6 feet tall. They' are: 
Charles Crise (Atlanta Hawks), Fcoto Walker (Cleveland 
CavaLiers), Calvin Murphy ~Houston Rockets), Robert 
Smith (Denver Nuggets) and Kevin Porter (New Jersey 
Nets). . . , JIM FOLEY [HOUSTON ROCKETS) 
Are your problems tee benvy to handle alone? Let Abby 
help you. }'or a personal, dnpubUehed reply, write: Abby: 
Box 697001 Lon AnMles, Caiif.:9ooeg.:Enclem 8 stmnpod, 
asU4ddrekled nve|~pe; . ' ' , . .  
Slkmking always worked~vith my children, but my son, CONFIDENTIAL TO "TRYING HARD" . IN  DENVER: 
Try h'arder. H I ceuld recammend/a"revieion of the 
WhOr,~ the father of these sor.a~,,ping yo.ungsters: insists marrlege vows, I would suggest, "LOVE, HONOR AND 
,bet,Children should be ..talked I' to and .mane m ooey FO.qG/FE," luatead of '~BEY. " I  think forgivenses I  far 
without layin8 a hand on teem. These two aon c appear 
be vdry well beh0ved to me. I still ,_h In k a couple o~cke  more Important to a rearrange than obedience. ,
wou~l straighten 'them out fast. What ao you c " 
.~ GRANDPARENT Do yea wish you had more friends? For the" secret of 
i~&R GRANDPARENT: When you ldt a eldld, you popularity, get Abhy'a new boeklet= 'tHaw To Be Popular; 
Yon're Never Too YouNi~er Tee Old." Send $1 with t long, 
te~d~n violence. There are better ways to disdpllne ,elf.addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132 
ddldren. Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calil. 90213. 
f;~.; 
~B]~ ~ OF ID !~ Sh~t pllkm, lind ,l~mm,lr Imzl 
• . . ,w , ,  ~_~.T~~---AT AN~ ~.u~ • r YA ~ec,  l' 
- . . . . .  
|Mother's Day Cards, Gifts, Cosmetics and prompt 
I prescription services 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, By Stan Lee and  John  Romi ta  
I. 
CATFISH by  etem= 
, i( HOt "v   - 
, t: 'OPL  I '  . • 
DOONESBURY byGarry  Trudeau. 
~ CANT ~,  ABXT '~m-  NO~ SU~,~vo co~rr~ I I  F-~NT ~eo~oNs I I WHeN Z f/~sT S~ I 
~/~ M~VT~W~U. LAVA, L~VNY? t(fyO • ~UPJNe /W TeNU/~ I I R~ ~ WC~ /F W eWV I I HIM IN W~OA, I I 
AmFR~ ~rm ulm- "~" ,~P/ /#ef -~r  I I  Urea  OF~e(~R,r~- I I I ANm~o~ 
,,+. . 
q/, 
"Who do you think'! gonna 'drink that?" "Take one of these with water half4n.hour before 
you wake up every morning." 
(i' 
i 
~+"C 
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Junior makes a strange student 
LONDON (Reuter) -- 
Whirring about the floor 
of Queen Mary College 
artificial intelligence unit 
is a robot hungry for 
power, learning to think 
for itself. 
Junior, lacking the 
charisma of automatons 
in current science fiction 
films, is a threewheeled 
mess of wires, batteries 
and steel struts with a ro- 
tating camera mounted 
on top. 
That's his body. His 
brain is the university's 
large IC 1904s computer 
and a smaller micro- 
processor to which he is 
connected by radio. 
Most expensive 
computerized technology 
is designed for specific 
jobs. Junior's only 
purpose is to learn, by 
trial and error, about 
getting along in his envi- 
ronment. 
For instance, the 
charge level of Junior's •
batteries ranges from 
high, through ungry and 
low to extremely low. 
High has been 
programmed to equal 
pleasure and low to equal 
pain. When Junior is 
hungry, he emits an 
electronic rying sound. 
HE RECHARGES 
HIMSELF 
When he is hungry, 
says project leader Alan 
Bond, Junior "goes off 
looking for a high." He 
must locate and hook 
himself up to the 
recharging point in the 
lab to avoid a low. 
Scientists who spawned 
him didn't give Junior 
much information to go 
on, but they did give him 
a system by which he 
stores his experiences 
and learns to predict 
what is going- to happen 
next by putting two or 
more past experiences 
together. 
The validity of such 
predictions allows him to 
attach numerical 
significance to what he 
learns. Thus irrelevant 
things in his en- 
vironment, eventually 
are given zero slgnifc- 
cance and forgotten. 
Bond said it is hard not 
to talk about Junior as 
though e were a person. 
He speaks of Junior's 
"consciousness," the 
buffer in which all his ex- 
periences are stored. 
"To a normal person it 
acts like a little animal," 
said Bond, carefully 
distinguishing normal 
persons from scientists. 
He noted that Swiss 
Jean Piaget 
lieves that infants 
learn by noting repeated 
sequences--crying fol- 
lowed by food, for 
example. Junior ~s 
designed to learn the 
same way. 
HEAD CAN BE 
EXAMINED 
"But with a child, you 
cannot look inside, its 
head and see what it is 
learning," said research 
assistant Philip Marks. 
"We can dump out 
Junior's pattern and see 
what he is learning at any 
t ime.'" 
Besides feeding him- 
self, Junior is also told to 
do other jobs, such as 
finding a cross painted on 
the wall and moving next 
to it: 
Eventually he will have 
all human senses except 
smell, and Marks said he 
believes Junior can 
develop the. reasoning 
power of some animals, 
such as rats. 
Bond disagrees: "It is 
hard to compare ar- 
tificial and natural in- 
telligence. Rats  are 
pretty smart, while ar- 
tificial intelligences can 
do some stupid things." 
The team working with 
Junior includes computer 
scientists, interested in 
computer intelligence, 
and biologists studying 
ideas about natural in- 
telligence. 
1925-  John Scopes, 
who had been arrested 
for teaching the theory of 
evolution, went on thai at 
Dayton, Tenn. 
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